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“Go to the ant, O sluggard, observe her ways and be wise,
which, having no chief, officer or ruler, ...”

-Proverb 6:6-7, Holy Bible.
Abstract

The advent of wireless electronics and sensing technologies has made the production of versatile low-cost wireless sensor nodes possible. A wireless sensor network typically consists of a large number of wireless sensor nodes. The main use of wireless sensor networks is to collect data from sensing areas where human beings are not able to access. In contrast to conventional sensing systems, sensor networks utilize a huge volume of low-cost wireless sensor nodes to perform close-range sensing. The data collected will undergo in-network processes and then return to the user who is located in a remote site. This high redundancy of sensing power can greatly enhance the sensing resolution and make sensor networks robust to any adverse environmental conditions. However, these large number of wireless sensor nodes have also introduced a lot of challenging problems in system design. Some major problems are network lifetime, data collection efficiency, interference among wireless sensor nodes, and retransmissions due to noise and interference. Among all the problems mentioned above, the network lifetime problem and the data collection efficiency problem have been selected as the focus of this thesis.

Since wireless sensor nodes are power-constrained devices, the number of distant transmissions should be minimized in order to reduce energy consumption in wireless sensor nodes and prolong the network lifetime. An effective approach to improve efficiency is to divide the network into several clusters. By raising the sensing power of a sensor network in excess of the necessary level, the overall target tracking capability can be increased. However, a high sensing power also implies a greater interference to the network in addition to higher energy consumption. Such disadvantages can be relieved
by adopting appropriate scheduling schemes and putting unnecessary sensor nodes into a sleep state. As mentioned earlier, clustering can provide a significant improvement in energy saving. In practice, most nodes in a sensor network are only capable of handling a single connection at any one time. With such configurations, cluster heads may become the bottlenecks in the data collection process. This bottleneck problem can be alleviated by modifying the network structure.

The contributions of this thesis are threefold. First of all, an energy-efficient clustering algorithm is proposed to tackle the network lifetime problem. Second, an energy-aware scheduling scheme is proposed to alleviate the surplus sensing power problem. Finally, a delay-aware network structure and its formation algorithms are proposed to tackle the data collection efficiency problem. Compared with other existing algorithms in wireless sensor networks, the proposed algorithms are shown to be more efficient in extending network lifetime and improving data collection efficiency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In the previous decades, sensor networks and their applications have greatly improved the quality of our life. Sensor networks, or distributed sensing systems, are employed by power companies to monitor their power transmission and distribution networks [1]. Thanks to these sensing systems, faults in power lines can nowadays be detected and isolated within minutes or even seconds. Apart from the industries on ground, the aviation industries have also benefited from the use of wireless sensor networks. The radar networks used in air traffic control (ATC) have been keeping our air journeys safe for more than 70 years [2].

War has been a great driving force for engineering breakthroughs. Like many advanced technologies, sensor networks were first developed for military applications. An acoustic wired sensor network, namely the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS), was developed by the US army to detect USSR submarines during Cold War [3, 4]. In the
same period of time, the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system was developed [5]. The SAGE is an air defense system used to protect the US from long-range attacks. It consists of a large number of radars which are connected using telephone lines. In the SAGE system, data are collected from the radars and transmitted to the centralized control center for further analysis. The SOSUS and the SAGE systems have built frameworks for the development of modern sensor networks.

Even though computers have been invented for more than 60 years, computing systems can never be mobilized until the early 1980s. In 1986, a distributed acoustic sensor network was set up by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory to trace low-flying aircrafts [6]. In the 1980s, each “mobile” node was as big as a cargo container which was carried by trucks and powered by generators. Regardless of its portability, the system had demonstrated the possibility of setting up a wireless sensor network.

The discovery of gallium arsenide (GaAs), the invention of the very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, the breakthroughs in the micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) and the remarkable strides in wireless technology have catalyzed the growth of wireless sensor networks in the early 1990s. The Tactical Remote Sensor System (TRSS) [7] of the US Navy has battery-powered mobile nodes in shoe box size. The mobile nodes are light enough for airborne missions.

Thanks to advanced electronic technologies, wireless sensor nodes can nowadays be produced in compact size and at low cost, bringing the development of sensor networks from a theoretical consideration to practical implementation. Off-the-shelf sensor nodes nowadays can be as small as coins which can operate for weeks to months [8]. Notice that technology has not only changed the appearance of the wireless sensor nodes, but also changed their connection style. In wired sensor networks, sensor nodes are usually
General speaking, all networks with networked sensors can be regarded as sensor networks. Sensor networks can be mainly classified as wired or wireless. A typical wireless sensor network comprises a large number of wireless sensor nodes. These wireless sensor nodes are deployed into a sensing terrain intentionally or randomly. Wireless sensor nodes will make use of their embedded sensors to collect information from the terrain. Captured data are then reported to a base station through wireless communications. Network architectures commonly employed in wireless sensor networks are flat, clustered, and hierarchical. Wireless sensor networks can be further categorized into stationary or mobile as shown in Table 1.1. Here, the terms stationary and mobile are used to describe the physical movements of the wireless sensor nodes. In station-
ary wireless sensor networks, once deployed, wireless sensor nodes will not change their geographical locations. In mobile wireless sensor networks, wireless sensor nodes are usually mounted on vehicles, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which will move around in the sensing area [9]. In this thesis, the focus of investigation will be on stationary wireless sensor networks.

Wireless sensor networks can be further categorized by their data collecting mechanisms. Basically, event-driven, query-driven, and source-driven are the main data collecting mechanisms commonly used in wireless sensor networks [10]. In an event-driven data collecting mechanism, wireless sensor nodes will report data only if some predefined events have been triggered. The predefined events can be the invasion of an intruder or other abnormal activities inside the sensing terrain. The query-driven data collecting mechanism is totally different to the event-driven mechanism. In the query-driven mechanism, a wireless sensor node will report its captured data on an on-demand basis. Users will enter their request at the base station or other access points of the system. A request will become a query which is then broadcast to all wireless sensor nodes within the network. Only wireless sensor nodes with related data will reply. Source-driven data collecting mechanism is commonly used to collect global data such as temperature, UV level, and humidity. Wireless sensor nodes with source-driven data collecting mechanism will collect data on a regular basis and report data to the base station from time to time. This thesis will be mainly focused on wireless sensor networks with event-driven and source-driven data collecting mechanisms.

In conventional sensing systems (Figure 1.1), sophisticated sensors are installed far away from the phenomenon to perform remote sensing. The data obtained from targets are highly vulnerable to noise contamination. Large amount of computational efforts are
therefore needed in signal processing. In some extreme scenarios, signals can be blocked completely due to obstacles, landscapes of the environment or even poor weather conditions. All these have limited the practical value of remote sensing systems. From the viewpoint of network security, the networks of conventional sensing systems are highly centralized. Sensors are closely packed together, making them highly fragile to intentional attacks.

On the other hand, wireless sensor networks deploy wireless sensor nodes into the interested phenomenon to perform close sensing (Figure 1.1). By reducing the distance among sensors and targets, a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be obtained \[11\]. The distributed nature of wireless sensor networks has also made them highly robust to failures and attacks. The large number of sensor nodes has provided redundant sensing
power and gives wireless sensor networks a certain level of fault tolerance. Nevertheless, wireless sensor nodes nowadays are advanced enough to handle simple data processing tasks. By exchanging data among sensor nodes, sensor networks are capable to perform in-network data processing and provide feedbacks or decisions in real time.

Due to the massive number of wireless sensor nodes in a network, inexpensive sensors with low resolution are usually used in building wireless sensor nodes. These low-cost sensors are usually of low precision. Thanks to the redundant sensing power in wireless sensor networks, the problem mentioned above can be alleviated by employing heterogeneous thresholds in wireless sensor nodes as shown in Figure 1.2. The idea is like concatenating several quantizers in series. The signal amplitude is divided into several segments and each segment is sampled by a particular quantizer. The outputs of the quantizers are then merged to reconstruct the sampled data.

![Sensor nodes with heterogeneous thresholds](image)

**Figure 1.2:** The use of heterogeneous thresholds in wireless sensor nodes to enhance data resolution.

However, if sensing reliability is the major concern, homogeneous thresholds can be
used in wireless sensor nodes as shown in Figure 1.3. Each sensor is receiving the same signal with different attenuations and noise levels. Data obtained from various locations are used to dilute the error in sampling and provide data with high reliability.

1.2 Wireless Sensor Nodes

Typically, five basic building modules can be identified in a modern wireless sensor node. They are the sensing module, the computational module, the memory module, the communication module, and most importantly the battery and power management module (Figure 1.4).
1.2.1 Sensing Module

The sensing module acts as the gateway connecting our physical world to the information highway. It consists of sensors and analog to digital converters (ADC) which capture physical phenomena and convert them into digital data. Sensors of different attributes, such as acoustic, optical, pressure and temperature, can be embedded in the wireless sensor nodes as long as they are light and compact. If the characteristics of the monitoring targets are unknown, the sensing module on each sensor node should be turned on all the time so as to avoid missing the targets. However, depending on the natures of the sensors, a sensing module can be power consuming. If energy conservation is given the highest priority in the optimization process, periodical or event trigger sensing schemes
1.2.2 Computational Module

The computational module is like the central processing unit in a modern personal computer. The main functions of the computational module are to process data obtained from the sensing module, control all the on-board modules, and coordinate with other wireless sensor nodes. To reduce energy consumption and building cost of a wireless sensor node, the computational module usually employs a low-cost and low-power micro-controller with limited computational power. These physical limitations have imposed extra challenges to the design of sensor networks algorithms [12].

1.2.3 Memory Module

The memory module is mainly used for storing captured data which are scheduled for transmission. The memory module can also store historical captured data which can be used for simple signal processing functions, such as averaging. The stored data can also be used for forecasting, such as estimating the motion of a target. One-time programmable (OTP) memories, flash memories and other solid state storages are usually used in typical wireless sensor nodes [13, 14].

1.2.4 Communication Module

The communication module consists of a transceiver, a phase locked loop (PLL) and amplifier circuitries. In a free space scenario, the energy consumed by a communication module is proportional to the communication distance with an exponent equaling 2. In an urban area, the exponent may even rise to 4. These have made the commu-
nication module the most power hungry module in a wireless sensor node. With the enormous volume of wireless sensor nodes, a medium access control (MAC) protocol plays a very important role in the data broadcasting and collecting process. Obviously, frequency division multiple access (FDMA) scheme will never be a good choice in such a bandwidth constrained system. Code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme is being implemented in some middle to high-end wireless sensor node models [15], while time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme is widely used in low-end wireless sensor node models [16].

1.2.5 Battery and Power Management Module

Wireless sensor nodes are usually deployed in areas which are inaccessible for battery replacement. This means that the node lifetime is highly correlated with the battery capacity. One trivial way to extend network lifetime is to use batteries with higher capacities. However, high capacity batteries are usually too bulky to be embedded in wireless sensor nodes. Wireless sensor nodes are usually limited to coin size. Nevertheless, the extreme temperature in the operating environment will also affect the chemical reaction inside the batteries and shorten their lives. It is possible to employ energy harvesting techniques such as installing solar panels on wireless sensor nodes [17, 18]. However, most energy harvesting techniques available today are unreliable and with low efficiencies. This explains why energy saving has become one of the hottest research area in the studies of wireless sensor networks recently.
1.3 Applications of Wireless Sensor Networks

In the previous decades, due to some practical limitations, sensor networks were mainly applied in military applications. Thanks to the advances in technologies, the production cost of wireless sensor nodes nowadays has been greatly reduced. The diversity of sensors’ sensing attributes has also broadened the functions of sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks can now be found in our everyday living.

1.3.1 Surveillance

Today, security systems are not simply in the form of closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras. Wireless sensor nodes are installed on window frames to detect vibrations. Any abnormal behaviors will be reported to the security control room without delay. Acoustic sensors are planted around buildings to discover suspicious visitors. Wall-mounted temperature and smoke sensors are widely used to detect fire incidents. Chemical detectors are attached to selected areas to spot gas leakages [19].

1.3.2 Monitoring

In the old days, wildlife monitoring surveys were mainly conducted by human observers and most wildlife behaviors were studied through observations. Sometimes, it was unavoidable for the observers to be subjective on certain behaviors’ descriptions, such as the emotion of the subject. The presence of the observers around the subject might also introduce artificial disturbances and affect observation outcomes. The emergence of wireless sensing technologies has eliminated all these problems. Wireless sensor networks are now deployed near the organisms under study to perform close sensing
[20]. Collected data are then reported to the user at the remote base station. Interactions among humans and wildlife are therefore minimized. For large animals, sensor nodes are attached to their bodies to perform continuous monitoring. The monitoring radius can be as long as a few kilometers which can never be achieved before.

Besides being used in wildlife monitoring, wireless sensor networks are applied in buildings for structure monitoring. Pressure and tension sensor are installed in buildings and bridges for diagnosis purposes [14]. Preventive measures can be applied before any disaster takes place. Wireless sensor networks are also setup by manufacturers to monitor their production lines. In manufacturing machines, wireless sensors are installed in moving parts to ensure their reliability. Components can always be replaced before they are worn.

1.3.3 Health Care

Biomedical sensors are widely used by medical personnel to perform diagnoses on patients [21]. The clinical data obtained have greatly facilitated the diagnosis processes. However, most sensors in early medical diagnosis systems were connected with cables. The cables have bounded the movement of patients and made the diagnosis an unpleasant experience. It is also impractical to have continuous monitoring. The situation has totally changed with the development of wireless sensing technologies. Medical sensor nodes are now compact enough which can be attached to clothing seamlessly. The sensors can monitor patients’ different kinds of clinical signs for weeks without interruption [22]. Collected data are then transmitted to the hospital mainframe as shown in Figure 1.5, such that medical personnel can perform any further analysis when necessary [23, 24]. In the future, wireless medical sensor nodes are expected to get smaller and
1.4 Problems in Wireless Sensor Networks

1.4.1 Clustering

A sensor network usually contains a large number of wireless sensor nodes. These massive numbers of wireless sensor nodes will collect information from the environment. The collected data will then be reported to the remote base station. Wireless sensor nodes can connect with the base station using different topologies. The simplest way is to connect each wireless sensor node directly with the base station (Figure 1.6). If the
number of wireless sensor nodes is relatively small, some basic media access control (MAC) protocols, such as Aloha or slotted Aloha, can be employed. The advantage of this strategy is that the implementation can be simple and straightforward. The drawback of such configuration is that it lacks scalability. When the number of wireless sensor nodes increases, those basic MAC protocols become inefficient and affect the system throughput. Connecting wireless sensor nodes with the base station directly will also affect the sensing ability of a sensor network. The reasons will be explained shortly.

Before explaining the relation between network topologies and the sensing ability of a sensor network, the concept of sensing coverage should be elaborated first. Consider
an ordinary wireless sensor network. Each wireless sensor node is equipped with some sensors. The on-board sensors usually have a limited sensing range. Assume that the on-board sensors are omni-directional sensors with a sensing range of $r_{sen}$ m. The dish of radius $r_{sen}$ m, with its center located at the position of a wireless sensor node $j$, is defined as the detectable area of node $j$. Any target within the detectable area can be detected by node $j$. A terrain is said to be covered if its area is fully covered by the detectable area of the wireless sensor nodes deployed in the area.

To communicate with the base station, a wireless sensor node will have to make use of its communication module. To ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver side, the transmission power has to be proportional to the communication distance. Wireless sensor nodes are battery-powered devices. Wireless sensor nodes may be deployed in hostile environments which are inaccessible for charging or replacement of batteries. The nodes will stop operating once their batteries are fully drained. The areas which are used to be covered by these “dead” nodes are then uncovered and become some blind-spots of the network. The sensing ability of the network is therefore affected. If the ratio between the uncovered area and the covered area keeps on rising and reaches a certain threshold, the remaining sensor nodes will no longer be able to provide valid information, and the network is considered as out of service or “dead”.

As mentioned earlier, the transmission power of a wireless sensor node is a function proportional to the communication distance. Considering the configuration in Figure 1.6, wireless sensor nodes located far away from the base station will have to consume more energy in communications than those nodes located closer to the base station. Therefore, sensor nodes far from the base station will use up their energy quickly. More and more regions are not being covered and thus the sensing ability of the network is deteriorated.
A wireless sensor network with multi-hop topology

**Figure 1.7:** Wireless sensor nodes communicate with the base station in a multi-hop manner.

To solve this problem, communication distances for nodes far away from the base station should be reduced. This can be done by applying a multi-hop network topology.

Consider the sensor network as shown in Figure 1.7. Instead of communicating directly with the base station, each sensor node will try to forward its data to one of its neighbors which is closer to the base station. Upon receiving the data from a neighboring node, a wireless sensor node will make use of its computational module to combine the incoming data with its own data by means of data or decision fusion. The fused data will then again be forwarded to a neighbor which is closer to the base station. The process goes on until the fused data has reached the base station. The main advantage
of this network topology over the direct connection method is that the communication
distances of the sensor nodes can be greatly reduced. Energy consumed in wireless com-
munications can now be distributed among the sensor nodes more evenly. Unfortunately,
this multi-hop flat network structure also has its own imperfection.

In a multi-hop flat network structure, besides transmitting the data to the base station,
wireless sensor nodes are also required to receive data from their neighbors. The energy
consumed in receiving data can be considerable when the number of neighboring nodes
increases. Nevertheless, wireless sensor nodes are also required to fuse the incoming
data with their own data. The energy consumed by the computational units in wire-
less sensor nodes is not negligible. Such extra energy consumption will become more
and more significant when the node density of the network is getting higher and higher.
Another problem is the uneven distribution of loading among wireless sensor nodes. Al-
though most wireless sensor nodes are only required to communicate with their nearest
neighbors and have very short communication distances, wireless sensor nodes close to
the base station are required to communicate with the base station directly. Since the
base station is usually located at a remote site, the averaged transmission distance for
nodes close to the base station are much longer than any other nodes in the network.
Also, wireless sensor nodes close to the base station will consumed a lot of energy in
fusing data from far away sensor nodes. As a result, wireless sensor nodes close to the
base station will run out of energy sooner than the others and lead to the similar coverage
problem that exists in the direct connection method.

The problems mentioned above can be alleviated by applying clustering techniques.
The basic idea of clustering in wireless sensor networks can be explained with the help
of an example. Consider the network in Figure 1.8. The network is divided into three
Figure 1.8: Wireless sensor nodes communicate with the base station through cluster heads.

clusters. Within each cluster, a wireless sensor node is elected as the cluster head. The remaining nodes in the cluster are regarded as the cluster members. Data collected by the cluster members will be forwarded to the cluster head directly or in a multi-hop manner. The cluster head will perform data or decision fusion on all incoming data. When all data within the cluster have reached the cluster head, the cluster head will forward the fused data to the base station. With such arrangements, the cluster heads will be the only group of nodes involved in long distance transmission. In order to distribute the load evenly among the wireless sensor nodes, each cluster will re-elect its cluster head from time to time.
Clustering techniques can distribute the loading evenly among wireless sensor nodes which can greatly extend the lifetimes of wireless sensor nodes. To maximize the lifetime of the network, however, we will have to solve the following problems:

1. How many clusters should be formed?
2. How many nodes should there be in each cluster?
3. What kinds of cluster head election mechanisms should be employed?
4. What kinds of cluster formation algorithms should be used?
5. How frequently should the cluster heads be re-elected?

All these problems are non-trivial and most of them still remain unsolved. Therefore, further study on the clustering problems will be given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 2, a decentralized clustering algorithm based on social insect colonies is proposed. Procedures for optimizing the proposed algorithm will be given in the chapter. The proposed algorithm will be compared against other existing clustering algorithms using computer simulations.

1.4.2 Surplus Sensing Power

As mentioned in the previous section, each wireless sensor node is equipped with sensors of limited sensing range. To minimize the setup cost of the network, wireless sensor nodes are required to be planted strategically to ensure that the sensing terrain can be fully covered with a minimum amount of nodes. Unfortunately, in most sensor networks applications, wireless sensor nodes are distributed over the sensing field randomly. Extra wireless sensor nodes are required to guarantee a 100% coverage of the sensing terrain.
These extra wireless sensor nodes will also provide the redundant sensing power and give the network extra robustness. Therefore, it is a common practice to deploy more than enough wireless sensor nodes when setting up a wireless sensor network.

However, under normal circumstances, these extra sensing power will have very limited contribution to the sensing quality of the system. Furthermore, communications from these extra wireless sensor nodes may cause severe interference to other nodes. It is desirable to have these extra wireless sensor nodes being switched off, reserving their energy for later use. Still, the wireless sensor nodes to be switched off cannot be chosen arbitrarily.

According to the example in Figure 1.9(a), a number of wireless sensor nodes (solid circles) are placed close to a phenomenon (cloud shape). Operating nodes are shaded in gray while non-operating nodes are not shaded. The detectable area of an operating node is represented by a dotted circle. In this example, all wireless sensor nodes are...
operating. The target detection ability and the network robustness of the network are both high. However, the total energy consumption of the network is unnecessarily high. By turning off more than 70% of the wireless sensor nodes (Figure 1.9(b)), the total energy consumption of the network can be greatly reduced. Communication interference among wireless sensor nodes is also alleviated. However, by trimming down the total energy consumption, the network is sacrificing its sensing coverage. A better solution is shown in Figure 1.10.

To maintain a balance between the sensing capability and the energy consumption of the network, we will have to answer the following questions:

1. How many wireless sensor nodes should be switched off?
2. Which wireless sensor nodes should be switched off?
3. For how long should a wireless sensor node be switched off?
4. What is the relation between the on-off arrangement of wireless sensor nodes and the characteristics of the targets?

To answer these questions, a comprehensive study on the on-off arrangement of wireless sensor nodes is given in Chapter 3. In this chapter, a bio-inspired scheduling scheme is proposed. The proposed scheme is a kind of decentralized scheduling scheme. Wireless sensor nodes with the proposed scheme will use only local information to arrange their on-off durations. The proposed scheme will be analyzed against other existing schemes using computer simulations.

1.4.3 Delay in Data Collecting Process

The clustering techniques described previously can greatly extend the lifetime of wireless sensor nodes. However, clustering techniques can also create bottlenecks in network structures and impose extra delays in data collection processes.

Wireless sensor nodes are simple communication devices. To reduce energy consumption and production cost, the communication module on a wireless sensor node is an un-sophisticated circuit which has only one transceiver. Even for advanced wireless sensor nodes running on dual transceivers, one transceiver is usually dedicated for the control channel. As a result, typical wireless sensor nodes are capable of handling one channel at a time.

Consider the situation in Figure 1.11(a) where a clustering algorithm is employed in a wireless sensor network. The clustering algorithm forms one single cluster with a 2-hop topology (cluster member → cluster head → base station). Assume that each data transmission costs a transmission delay of 1 time slot. It is also assumed that the
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Figure 1.11: Data collecting processes in wireless sensor networks with different network structures. Circles represent the wireless sensor nodes. Circles in gray represent the cluster heads. Dashed arrows illustrate the flow of data packets. Number associated with each arrow is the time slot number.

Data inside the data packets are highly correlated. By means of data or decision fusion techniques, a node is always capable of fusing all incoming packets into a single packet which is in the same size of an incoming packet. It will take 8 time slots for the cluster head to collect all data from its cluster members and 9 time slots for the base station to collect all data from the network. With such network topology, it can be easily observed that the time delay in the data collecting process will go linearly with the number of wireless sensor nodes in the network.

In the previous example, the bottleneck of the network is located at the cluster head. The problem can be alleviated if the network can be transformed carefully into a multi-layer cluster as shown in Figure 1.11(b). Since the network has been partitioned into multiple layers, sensor nodes belonging to different layers can transmit data simultaneously as long as they are not communicating with the same parent node. In this example,
Figure 1.12: Data collecting processes in wireless sensor networks with different network structures. Circles represent the wireless sensor nodes. Circles in gray represent the cluster heads. Dashed arrows illustrate the flow of data packets. Number associated with each arrow is the time slot number.

The number of incoming connections at the cluster head has been greatly reduced from 8 to 4 and now it takes 5 time slots for the base station to collect all data from the network. This network structure is better than the 2-hop single cluster network mentioned earlier, however, it is still far from being optimized. In a multi-layer network structure, wireless sensor nodes, especially those located at the middle layers, may have to wait for the availability of their parent node. These extra delays may cancel out the time slots gained by employing simultaneous transmissions.

Another way to shorten the delays in the data collecting processes is to employ multiple clusters. Consider the configuration in Figure 1.12(c), where the network is partitioned into 3 clusters with equal number of wireless sensor nodes in each of them. Each cluster head will perform time division multiple access (TDMA) within its cluster. In this example, a cluster head will take 2 time slots to collect data from all its belonging
The cluster heads will then report the collected data to the base station. The multiple access scheme between cluster heads and base station is also in a time division manner. With the multiple clusters network structure, the total delay in the data collecting process of the base station is 5 time slots. The bottleneck of the network is now located at the base station. A straightforward solution to such a problem is to install multiple transceivers at the base station. However, such assignment will impose a limitation on the scalability of the system and greatly increase the complexity of the base station. Another problem of the multiple-cluster network is that more sensor nodes will be involved in long distance transmission, which implies that the wireless sensor nodes will have shorter lifetime.

Both problems can be tackled by choosing a suitable number of clusters. By reducing the number of clusters from 3 to 2 as shown in Figure 1.12(d), the time slots required by the base station to collect a full set of data from the network is further reduced to 4. The extra time slot is gained by arranging a different number of wireless sensor nodes to each cluster, such that cluster heads can finish their data collecting processes at different times and avoid accessing the base station simultaneously. The remaining problem is that it is difficult to determine the suitable number of clusters and the suitable number of wireless sensor nodes in each cluster. The problem becomes even more complicated when the number of wireless sensor nodes gets larger.

From the previous examples, it is shown that both 1) the number of layers in each cluster and 2) the number of clusters in a network play important roles in reducing delays in the data collecting process of wireless sensor networks. However, in order to achieve a short data collecting delay, both parameters cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Using excess number of layers in clusters (as shown in Figure 1.13(e)) or using excess number of clus-
Figure 1.13: Data collecting processes in wireless sensor networks with different network structures. Circles represent the wireless sensor nodes. Circles in gray represent the cluster heads. Dashed arrows illustrate the flow of data packets. Number associated with each arrow is the time slot number.

ters in a network (as shown in Figure 1.13(f)) will impose extra delays on data collecting processes. Therefore, the questions of this section will be:

1. What are the characteristics of a delay-aware network structure?

2. Can the delay-aware network structure be used in both single cluster and multiple-cluster networks?

3. How the delay-aware network can be formed?

4. Can the delay-aware network be formed in both centralized and decentralized manners?

5. While delays in data collecting process are being minimized, will the total communication distance be largely extended? How to avoid that?
All these questions will be further studied in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, a delay-aware data collecting network structure for wireless sensor networks is proposed. The proposed network structure can obtain very low delays in data collecting processes. Two different network formation algorithms for the proposed network structure are also introduced. The proposed network structure will be analyzed against other existing network structures using computer simulations.

1.5 Chapter Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 (the current chapter), an introduction to wireless sensor networks is given and the three selected problems in wireless sensor networks are briefly addressed. Details of the three selected problems, namely, clustering, surplus sensing power, and delay in data collection process, are elaborated with their corresponding solutions in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Chapter 5.

1.6 Chapter Summary

As discussed in this chapter, sensor networks can bring a lot of benefits to human society. With the advances in technologies, inexpensive and compact wireless sensor nodes can be produced in the foreseeable future. Applications of sensor networks are expected to increase exponentially. In the near future, wireless sensor networks will become part of our everyday living. However, such massive numbers of wireless sensor nodes in sensor networks have also introduced a number of engineering problems. Some typical problems in sensor networks are synchronization, localization, routing, and medium ac-
cess control problems. These problems are commonly found in ad-hoc networks which have been well defined and tackled. However, some unique problems in wireless sensor networks have never been studied until recently. Among these problems, three problems in wireless sensor networks, namely, the clustering problem, the surplus sensing power problem, and the problem of delays in data collecting process have been selected as the focuses of this thesis. The nature and characteristics of each problem have been briefly elaborated in this chapter.
Chapter 2

Clustering

2.1 Introduction

The advent of wireless electronics and sensing technologies has made the production of versatile low-cost wireless sensor nodes possible. A wireless sensor network typically consists of a large number of wireless sensor nodes. These wireless sensor nodes collect data from a sensing area which is possibly inaccessible for human beings. Data collected from the sensing field are usually reported to a remote base station. This high redundancy of sensing power can greatly enhance the sensing resolution and make sensor networks robust to the rapidly changing environment. Some applications of wireless sensor networks are wildlife habit study, environment observation and health care monitoring.

Since wireless sensor nodes are power-constrained devices, long-distance transmissions should be kept to minimum in order to prolong the network lifetime [25, 26]. Thus, direct communications between nodes and the base station are not encouraged.
As discussed in Chapter 1, an effective approach to improve efficiency is to arrange the network into several clusters, with each cluster electing one node as its cluster head [27]. A cluster head collects data from other wireless sensor nodes in its cluster, directly or through a multi-hop manner. Typically, data collected from nodes of the same cluster are highly correlated. Data can be fused during the data aggregation process. The fused data will then be transmitted to the base station directly. In such an arrangement, only cluster heads are required to transmit data over a long distance. The rest of the nodes will need to do only short-distance transmission. To distribute the workload of the cluster heads among the wireless sensor nodes, cluster heads will be re-elected from time to time. Energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes is greatly reduced and the overall network lifetime can thus be prolonged. In this chapter, a decentralized clustering algorithm based on social insect colonies is proposed. Sensor networks adopting the proposed algorithm will form clusters with multiple layers. The primary objective of the proposed algorithm is to extend network lifetime. The proposed algorithm will be evaluated against three existing algorithms, namely, LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [28], PEGASIS (Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Scheme) [29], and PEDAP (Power Efficient Data Gathering and Aggregation Protocol) [30]. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A review of existing clustering algorithms is given in Section 2.2. The biological phenomenon giving inspiration to this work is described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 elaborates the details of the proposed algorithm. Methods for optimizing the proposed algorithm are given in Section 2.5. Simulation results and their evaluations are shown in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 respectively. Finally, Section 2.8 gives the chapter summary.
2.2 Review of Existing Clustering Algorithms

Unlike in ordinary wireless networks, routing in sensor networks will either be from sensor nodes to the base station (many to one) or from the base station to sensor nodes (one to many). Routing in a sensor network can therefore be divided into three main categories, namely, direct transmission, planar routing and cluster based routing. It has been shown by Jamal and Ahmed [25] that within the three categories, cluster based routing can effectively prolong network lifetimes. The main problem in deriving a cluster based routing algorithm is the formation of clusters. Cluster formation techniques were first studied by researchers in data mining and data clustering, and the main process is to divide a set of data into partitions so that data having similar features are grouped in the same partition [31]. Cluster formation techniques such as fuzzy C-mean algorithm, K-mean algorithm, subtractive clustering algorithm, mountain method, genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization have been considered by Malka, Siddeswara and Andrew [32] for applications in sensor networks for prolonging network lifetimes. However, all these methods require knowledge of sensor nodes’ geographical locations which may not be suitable in many practical situations.

In recent years, a number of algorithms [28, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35] have been proposed specifically for forming clusters in sensor networks. Basically any clustering algorithm in sensor networks is concerned with the management of clusters, which includes forming a suitable number of clusters, selecting a cluster head for each cluster, and controlling the data transmission within clusters and from cluster heads to the base station [25]. The scope of this chapter is further limited to situations where data from every wireless sensor nodes is equally important and is required to be reported to the remote base station. The
algorithms considered in this chapter are required to maintain path(s) for each wireless sensor node to the base station from time to time. Therefore, event triggering algorithms such as TEEN [33], APTEEN [34] and the cluster head selection algorithm proposed in [35] will not be considered. The clustering algorithms which have fallen into the scope of this chapter are LEACH [28], PEGASIS [29] and PEDAP [30]. These algorithms organize networks with different network topologies. LEACH forms multiple clusters with 2-hop topology. PEGASIS forms a single multi-hop chain network while PEDAP forms a single minimum spanning tree network. The operations of LEACH, PEGASIS and PEDAP are briefly described as follows.

In LEACH, one single node will be randomly elected as the cluster head in each cluster. As the root of the cluster, the cluster head collects data from its cluster members and may combine several related data into one single unit. With fusion of data, fewer transmissions are required. In [28], it has been shown that networks with LEACH can have longer network lifetimes than those with minimum-transmission-energy (MTE) or direct transmission. LEACH is easy to implement and its decentralized properties make it robust to intentional attacks. However, LEACH has no control over the number of cluster heads. At some particular instances, systems with LEACH may have no cluster head.

PEGASIS is a widely studied centralized clustering scheme. In this scheme, sensor nodes are sorted and connected to form a chain. Only one node on the chain will be elected as the cluster head in a particular operation cycle. Each node on the chain receives data from its neighbors, fuses the data with its own and transmits it to a neighbor closer to the cluster head. Afterward, the cluster head forwards the data to the base station. PEGASIS can control the number of cluster heads effectively. However, being
a centralized algorithm, PEGASIS is more vulnerable to attacks due to the presence of a centralized processing point. It also comes with other disadvantages such as having large communication overheads and a non-scalable nature.

PEDAP is another widely studied centralized clustering scheme. PEDAP organizes sensor nodes into a single minimum spanning tree. The minimum spanning tree is formed by Prim’s algorithm [30]. The original cost function used in Prim’s algorithm is replaced by a function in terms of distance among sensor nodes and sensor nodes’ residual energy. The root of the tree structure will become the cluster head. Each node receives data from their child nodes, fuses the data with its own and transmits it to its parent node. Finally, all data will reach the cluster head and being forwarded to the base station. PEDAP can effectively reduce the total path length and reduce the number of connections to low energy nodes. However, as a centralized scheme, it shares the similar disadvantages as PEGASIS.

2.3 Biological Decentralized Systems

By evolution and natural selection, living organisms have become the most optimized or nearly optimized systems on earth. In constructing practical engineering systems, biological phenomena represent good sources of inspiration for achieving high efficiency and performance. Among many organizational structures in living organisms, the social structures of social insects are chosen as the sources of inspiration in this study because of their massive number of simple individuals and decentralized control mechanisms which show the greatest similarity to wireless sensor networks [36, 37].

Social insects make use of *pheromones*, a mixture of chemical, to communicate and
exchange information. Generally, pheromones used by social insects can be classified into two basic types, namely, releaser or primer [38]. A releaser pheromone will stimulate a response, such as the defensive behavior and the orientation behavior, instantaneously. A primer pheromone can change the behavioral repertoire of an individual, such as altering reproductive and endocrine systems.

In a typical social insect colony, for instance, we can identify queens and workers [39]. A queen has a similar structure as a worker. The main difference between queens and workers is that queens have well developed ovaries while workers do not. A queen releases to its surrounding a unique pheromone called queen retinue pheromone. The queen retinue pheromone is a mixture of the queen mandibular pheromone (QMP) and some retinue compounds. The mixture acts as both a releaser and a primer. The retinue compounds attract workers to the queen, induce the retinue behavior in workers and cause the workers to remove the QMP from the queen’s body [40]. The QMP is then circulated throughout the colony via worker to worker transmissions [41]. High concentration of QMP indicates the presence of the queen and inhibits the queen rearing behaviors in workers. A drop in concentration of the QMP will trigger the re-development of ovaries in a small number of workers, transforming them into queens [42, 43]. A constant ratio among workers and queens is therefore maintained. In the following, we will adopt this decentralized organizational approach to derive an algorithm for forming and managing clusters for sensor networks.

In the proposed algorithm, each sensor node in a wireless sensor network is analogous to an individual in a social insect colony. The cluster heads are the queens and the remaining nodes are the workers. The retinue compounds are represented by the global control packets (GCP) while the QMP is represented by the local control packets
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(LCP). The cluster heads will make use of the GCP and LCP to form clusters, control the number of clusters, and re-elect cluster heads in a decentralized manner. A detailed explanation of the proposed algorithm will be given in the next section.

Note that the proposed clustering algorithm is different from Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) Algorithms [44]. ACO algorithms are general purpose optimization methods which are used to locate optimum points in search spaces. An ACO algorithm will release agents into a search space. The agents will perform random search and leave trails of artificial pheromones into the search space, which are leading to some optimum points. In contrast, the proposed algorithm is designed specifically for the clustering operations in wireless sensor networks. Instead of using the search space as a medium of communication, artificial pheromones are exchanged among individuals in a multi-hop manner.

2.4 Clustering Algorithm Based on Social Insect Colonies

In a network of $N$ nodes, each node is assigned with a unique identity (UID) $n$, where $n = 1, 2, 3, \cdots, N$. The UID will only serve as an identification which has no relation with sensor nodes’ locations and connections. A cluster is organized in concentric layers with the cluster head located at the center. A node in a cluster will be assigned with a layer number (LN). The LN is an integer number starting from zero. Nodes in an inner layer (closer to the center) will have a lower LN while nodes at an outer layer will have a higher LN. Nodes belonging to different clusters may have the same LN. The cluster head will be the only node in a cluster with LN equal to 0.

Right after the deployment, wireless sensor nodes will wait for random durations.
For a wireless sensor node of UID $i$, its waiting duration $\tau_i$ is expressed as

$$\tau_i = \tau_{\text{max}} \left( 1 - t_i \frac{E_{\text{res},i}}{E_{\text{max}}} \right)$$

(2.1)

where $t_i$ is a random number between 0 and 1, $\tau_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum waiting duration, $E_{\text{res},i}$ is the residual energy of the node $i$, and $E_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum energy stored in a node’s battery. This random duration is added to avoid having too many cluster heads at the initial phase. During the waiting period, a wireless sensor node will listen to the communication channel and look for GCP.

2.4.1 Phase I – Recruiting Cluster Members

If no GCP is received within the waiting period, a wireless sensor node will enter phase I. A wireless sensor node entering phase I is a cluster head. With (2.1), nodes with higher residual energy will have shorter waiting periods, and vice versa. Therefore, nodes with higher residual energy will have higher probabilities of being cluster heads. This is to go along with the observations in social insect colonies that a queen has more energy than a worker. The cluster head will broadcast a message to its neighbors within $R_m$ using the GCP, where $R$ is equal to the cluster radius. The message includes the UID of the cluster head, the number of layers $l$ in the cluster and the local communication radius $r_{\text{com}}$. Procedures for obtaining $R$, $l$, and $r_{\text{com}}$ will be given in Section 2.5. The objective of this message is to suppress other nearby nodes from turning into cluster heads. With the fact that a control packet is much smaller than a data packet, broadcasting the GCP will not burden the cluster head. According to (2.1), waiting periods of the wireless sensor nodes are highly randomized. Together with the small packet size of the GCP, the broadcasting can be carried out using CSMA/CA based methods.
Wireless sensor nodes receiving the GCP will stop their timers and become the cluster members of the cluster head. As mentioned earlier, clusters are arranged in concentric layers. Sensor nodes will make use of the messages in the packets and the following equation to calculate the bound $b_z$ of the $z^{th}$ layer, where $z = 1, 2, \ldots, l$.

$$
b_z = \begin{cases} 
0, & z \leq 0 \\
\bar{b}_{z-1} + r_{com}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{2.2}
$$

where parameter $\bar{b}_{z-1}$ is the averaged distance between the cluster head and the cluster members in the $z-1^{th}$ layer. Here, $\bar{b}_{z-1}$ is expressed as

$$
\bar{b}_{z-1} = \sqrt{\frac{b_{z-1}^2 + b_{z-2}^2}{2}} \tag{2.3}
$$

Detailed explanations of the equations will be given in Section 2.5. After the calculation, the cluster members will make use of the received signal strength (RSS) of the global control packets to estimate their distances to the cluster head and thus calculate their belonging layers.

### 2.4.2 Phase II – Neighbors Exploration

Once the belonging layer is known, a node (either a cluster member or a cluster head) will enter phase II. A node in phase II will adjust its transmitting power for local communications. The node will broadcast a message to its neighbors within $r_{com}$ m, where $r_{com} \ll R$, using the LCP. The message includes the UID, the approximated distance to the cluster head, and the belonging layer of the broadcasting cluster member. Since both the broadcasting area and the packet size of the LCP are small, CSMA/CA based methods can be used in coordinating the nodes.
Upon receiving the packets, a node can do a rough estimation on the node density $\rho \text{ node/m}^2$ by simply counting the number of neighbors. The information will be saved for later use. A node can also estimate its distances to its neighbors using the RSS. Together with encapsulated messages, a node will be able to construct a database of its neighbors. According to the database, a node will then use the LCP to send a message to its nearest neighbor which is one layer closer to the cluster head. The message is an attachment request. If the request is accepted, the neighboring node will grant the request by again using the LCP. After the node has acknowledged the grant using the LCP, a connection is formed between the pair.

In case there is no neighbor which is one layer closer to an arbitrary node $X$, node $X$ will increase its local communication radius to $r'_{\text{com}}$ and transmit an attachment request to its neighbors using the LCP. The attachment request includes the UID, the belonging layer and the required communication radius $r'_{\text{com}}$ of node $X$. When such request is received, nodes located at the inner layers will adjust their communication radius to $r'_{\text{com}}$, do a random back-off and then grant the request using the LCP. Node $X$ will acknowledge the first grant received. The acknowledge message will also be used to suppress other nodes located at the inner layers from granting the previous attachment request. If no grant is received, node $X$ will increase its local communication radius further and repeat the whole process again. The mechanism continues until a connection can finally be formed. The above process can be both time and energy consuming. Fortunately, such a scenario will rarely happen with a careful selection of the local communication radius $r_{\text{com}}$. Details on selecting the optimum local communication radius $r_{\text{com}}$ will be elaborated in the Section 2.5.
2.4.3 Phase III – Local Scheduling

For each connection pair, the node in the inner layer (or closer to the cluster head) is regarded as the parent node, while the node in the outer layer (or farther from the cluster head) is regarded as the child node. A parent node will wait for a period of time after a connection is formed. If no more request is received within the period, the parent node will enter phase III. The parent node will arrange its child nodes using TDMA-based methods and assign a time slot to each child node. Compared to the whole system, the number of child nodes to each parent node is relatively small. The parent node is always capable of scheduling its child nodes using TDMA-based methods.

2.4.4 Phase IV – Data Aggregation

Whenever the cluster head has finished scheduling all its direct connected child nodes, it will transmit a data request to all its child nodes using the LCP. Each cluster member receiving the data request will forward it to its child nodes once the local TDMA scheduling is done. When the data request reaches the outermost cluster member (i.e. a node with no child node), the outermost cluster member will return its parent node with data. Data are embraced in data packet which is much larger than a control packet. The parent node will acknowledge the receipt of data using the LCP. A parent will fuse all incoming data packets together with its own data and forward the fused data to its parent node. The data will finally reach the cluster head. The cluster head will transmit the fused data directly to the remote base station. The base station will broadcast a beacon message periodically. The cluster heads use RSS of the beacon message to estimate their distances to the base station and adjust their transmission power.
In normal circumstances, a parent node is able to collect all data from its child nodes within a short period of time. However, if the channel condition changes rapidly or some of the nodes are out of service, the whole cluster may get into an infinite waiting state. To avoid such deadlock, if data packet is not received from a particular child node for a period of time, the parent node will poll the child node using the LCP. If the child node is reachable, it can either reply its parent node with a data packet or with a delay request using the LCP. If no reply can be heard from the child node, the node is regarded as unreachable and be skipped in the data aggregation process. On the other hand, if an acknowledgment is not received from the parent node, a child node will send an acknowledge request to its attached parent node. The parent node will retransmit the acknowledgment immediately after the request is received. In case the parent node is unreachable, the child node will search its own database and try to attach to another favorable neighbor.

2.4.5 Phase V – Cluster Head Reelection

During the data aggregation process, all cluster members will estimate their lifetimes using the number of child nodes they have. The estimated lifetime is expressed in data aggregation cycles. The lifetime information together with the node density information obtained earlier are piggybacked by the data packet and forwarded to the cluster head. The cluster head can make use of the lifetime information to estimate the lifetime of the cluster. When the cluster reaches its estimated lifetime, the cluster head will broadcast a reset request to all neighbors within $R$ m using the GCP. The reset request contains the node density information which is necessary for the upcoming cluster heads to compute the optimum cluster radius $R$, the number of layers $l$, and the local communication
radius $r_{\text{com}}$. Methods for obtaining the parameters will be explained in Section 2.5. The reset request will put all belonging cluster members back to phase I. A wireless sensor node which has reached its own expected lifetime will not be involved in any upcoming operation, regardless of the amount of residual energy it has.

### 2.5 Optimization

The proposed algorithm organizes sensor nodes into multi-layer clusters. In [45], Bandyopadhyay and Coyle have provided a solution for finding the optimum number of layers $l$ in a cluster, such that energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes can be minimized. In their work, $r_{\text{com}}$ is assumed to be given and fixed. However, wireless sensor nodes in practice, as considered in this thesis, should be able to adjust their $r_{\text{com}}$ as needed. This makes the solution suggested in [45] not applicable to the current scenario. Therefore, an optimization algorithm is designed for optimizing the proposed clustering algorithm.

In a social insect colony, workers are attracted by the retinue compounds released by the queen. The retinue compounds trigger the retinue behavior in workers and make them remove the QMP from the queen’s body constantly. The QMP is then circulated throughout the colony via worker to worker transmissions. Since the social insect colony is crowded with individuals, the region of activities of each individual is limited. If the regions of activities are assumed to be in form of circles, a colony can be considered as layers of circles. This idea will be used in the design of the optimization algorithm. In the proposed clustering algorithm, a cluster head will receive LCP from its neighboring sensor nodes within $r_{\text{com}}$ m. Sensor nodes within $r_{\text{com}}$ m of the cluster head are defined as the first layer cluster members. In most practical situations, wireless sensor nodes
are distributed randomly and evenly across the sensing field as shown in Fig. 2.1. The first layer cluster members will have an averaged distance of $\frac{r_{\text{com}}}{\sqrt{2}}$ m away from the cluster head. Cluster members in the first layer will receive LCP from their neighbors within $r_{\text{com}}$ m. Wireless sensor nodes allocated with a distance of $r_{\text{com}}$ m to $r_{\text{com}} + \frac{r_{\text{com}}}{\sqrt{2}}$ m away from the cluster head are defined as the second layer cluster members.

In general, a sensor node allocated with a distance of $b_{z-1}$ m to $b_z$ m away from the cluster head is assigned as a $z^{\text{th}}$-layer CM, where the parameter $b_z$ is described by (2.2) and (2.3).

If the sensor nodes are having a density of $\rho$ nodes/m$^2$, the averaged number of
sensor nodes $\bar{N}_z$ in the $z^{th}$-layer of a cluster can be written as

$$\bar{N}_z = \begin{cases} 
1, & z = 0 \\
\rho \pi b_z^2 - \sum_{i=0}^{z-1} \bar{N}_i, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}$$

(2.4)

In the data aggregation process, sensor nodes in the $z + 1^{th}$-layer will forward their data to the sensor nodes in the $z^{th}$-layer. The node density $\rho$ is normally very large and the sensor nodes are evenly distributed. Each sensor node in the $z^{th}$-layer will receive approximately $\bar{\gamma}_z$ data packets from sensor nodes in the $z + 1^{th}$-layer, where $\bar{\gamma}_z$ is expressed as

$$\bar{\gamma}_z = \frac{\bar{N}_{z+1}}{\bar{N}_z}$$

(2.5)

A simple first-order radio model [28] is adequate for the purpose of calculating the energy dissipation of each sensor node in wireless communications. In the model, a sensor node will dissipate $E_{\text{TX/RX}} = 50 \times 10^{-9} \text{ J/bit}$ to run its transceiver module and $E_{\text{AMP}} = 100 \times 10^{-12} \text{ J/bit/m}^2$ to run its amplifier module. In addition to the energy dissipated in wireless communications, a sensor node will dissipate $E_{\text{SEN}} = 50 \times 10^{-9} \text{ J/bit}$ to run its sensor module [46]. Thus, a sensor node will dissipate $50 \times 10^{-9} \text{ J}$ of energy to capture every single bit of information from its surrounding. Furthermore, a sensor node will spend around $E_{\text{FUS}} = 0.3125 \times 10^{-9} \text{ J/bit}$ to perform data/decision fusion on the incoming data and its own data [47]. Each data packet is $\varrho$ bits long. Since the size of a data packet is normally much larger than that of a control packet, energy consumption related to the control packets can be neglected in the optimization process. Therefore, in a cluster of $l$ layers, the energy consumption $E_{\text{CM},z}$ of a $z^{th}$-layer cluster member in
Figure 2.2: Averaged separation of nodes across adjacent layers.

Each data aggregation process will be

\[
E_{CM,z} = \begin{cases} 
\bar{\gamma}_z \varrho (E_{TX/RX} + E_{FUS}) + \\ 
\varrho (E_{TX/RX} + E_{AMP}\bar{\zeta}_z^2), & 1 \leq z < l \\ 
\varrho (E_{TX/RX} + E_{AMP}\bar{\zeta}_z^2), & z = l 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.6)

where \( \bar{\zeta}_z \) is the averaged distance between a node in the \( z^{th} \) layer and its nearest neighbor in the \( z - 1^{th} \) layer, which can be calculated as follows. Consider the situation in Figure 2.2 where a wireless sensor node (Point D) in the \( z^{th} \) layer of a cluster is going to transmit its data to one of the nodes in the \( z - 1^{th} \) layer (Point B or C). Since there are \( N_{z-1} \) nodes in the \( z - 1^{th} \) layers and they are evenly distributed, \( \angle BAC \) can be
 expresses as

\[ \angle BAC = \frac{2\pi}{N_{z-1}} \] (2.7)

With (2.7), \( \bar{\zeta}_z \) is expressed as

\[
\bar{\zeta}_z = \begin{cases} 
\bar{b}_1, & z = 1 \\
\frac{1}{\angle BAC} \int \frac{\angle BAC}{\angle BAC} \left( (\bar{b}_{z-1} \cos \theta - \bar{b}_z)^2 + (\bar{b}_{z-1} \sin \theta)^2 \right)^{1/2} d\theta, & 2 \leq z \leq l
\end{cases}
\] (2.8)

Similarly, the energy consumption \( E_{CH} \) of a cluster head in each data aggregation process will be

\[
E_{CH} = \bar{N}_1 \bar{\psi}(E_{TX/RX} + E_{FUS}) + \bar{\psi}(E_{TX/RX} + E_{AMP}\bar{\psi}^2)
\] (2.9)

where \( \bar{\psi} \) is the averaged distance between the base station and a cluster head. If the base station is \( \alpha \) m away from a rectangular sensing terrain of \( w \times d \) m\(^2\) as shown in Figure 2.3, \( \bar{\psi} \) can be calculated as

\[
\bar{\psi} = \frac{1}{wd} \int_{\alpha}^{\alpha+w} \int_{-d/2}^{d/2} \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} dy dx
\] (2.10)

In most wireless sensor networks, the base stations are usually located far away from the sensing terrain, making \( \alpha \) very large. When \( \alpha \) is much larger than the diagonal of the sensing terrain, the energy consumed by wireless sensor nodes in communicating with the base station will dominate the total energy consumption of the network. In these scenarios, in order to prolong network lifetime, the total number of clusters \( n_C \) should be set equal to 1. Therefore, to make sure a cluster can cover all the nodes in a sensing terrain of \( w \times d \) m\(^2\), the cluster radius \( R \) should be expressed as

\[
R = \sqrt{w^2 + d^2}
\] (2.11)
Figure 2.3: Orientation of the base station (BS) to a rectangular sensing terrain.

Note that with \( s = 1 \), the cluster is always larger than the rectangular sensing terrain by a ratio of \( \lambda \), where \( \lambda \) is given by

\[
\lambda = \frac{\pi R^2}{wd}
\]  

(2.12)

Given \( l \), and using (2.2) and (2.3), \( r_{\text{com}} \) can be determined by solving the following equation:

\[
R = b_l = \bar{b}_{l-1} + r_{\text{com}}
\]  

(2.13)

Using the ratio \( \lambda \), the total energy consumption \( E_{\text{TOT}} \) of a single cluster sensor network in a data aggregation process can be approximated as

\[
E_{\text{TOT}} = E_{\text{CH}}' + \sum_{z=1}^{l} \frac{\bar{N}_z}{\lambda} E_{\text{CM},z}
\]  

(2.14)
where $E'_{CH}$ is expressed as

$$E'_{CH} = \frac{N_1}{\lambda} \varrho (E_{TX/RX} + E_{FUS}) + \varrho (E_{TX/RX} + E_{AMP} \bar{\psi}^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)$$

The optimum value of $l$ can be obtained by minimizing (2.14). Throughout the optimization, (2.8) and (2.10) involve integrations which may introduce extra computational burdens to a wireless sensor node. Fortunately, for stationary networks with fixed $\alpha$, (2.10) is a constant. The constant can be defined on each node before a deployment or announced by the base station after a deployment. For (2.8), the computational effort can be reduced by employing numerical integration techniques with low resolution. In practical situations, transmitter power of a wireless sensor node is in finite scale. This can limit the choices on parameter $l$ and further reduce the search space of the optimization. Since each node in the network may have a chance of being a cluster head, once the node density information $\rho$ is obtained, the optimization will be carried out in a node regardless of it being idle or waiting. For a fresh deployment, since no $\rho$ is yet obtained, $\rho$ is predefined as $N/wd$ initially. The optimized values of $r_{com}$ and $l$ for different values of $n$ are shown in Figure 2.4. Note that the optimization procedures stated above are for networks with large $\alpha$ and relatively small $\sqrt{w^2 + d^2}$. For networks with comparable $\alpha$ and $\sqrt{w^2 + d^2}$, multiple clusters ($n_C > 1$) can be more efficient. Each cluster can be arranged in the form of a circle. For a multi-clusters network, the first step in the optimization process is to find the optimum number of clusters $n_C$ and the corresponding $R$ to fully cover the sensing terrain. This is known as the circle packing problem [48]. The optimization will go through different values of $n_C$. For each particular $n_C$, the expected cluster radius $R$ can be obtained. The cluster radius is then used to calculate the optimum values of $l$ and $r_{com}$ in each cluster. All these parameters will be used to calcul-
Figure 2.4: The optimized values of $r_{com}$ (solid line) and $l$ (dash line) for different values of $n$.

late the expected energy consumption of the whole network in a single data aggregation process. The set of parameters which gives the lowest expected energy consumption is regarded as the optimum set, which will be used to control the proposed algorithm. To reduce the computational effort in each wireless sensor node, different optimum sets can be calculated off-line and stored in a lookup table in each node before deployment.

2.6 Simulation Study

Simulations were carried out in MATLAB. In a simulation, the objectives of each clustering algorithm under test are 1) selection/election of cluster head(s), 2) collecting data from cluster members, 3) delivering the data to the remote base station, and 4)
re-selection/election of cluster head(s). Each wireless sensor node is assumed to have
data to report all the time. A data aggregation process is considered as completed only
when all data from the operating nodes in the network has reached the remote base sta-
tion. To keep the simulations fair, all algorithms under test will re-cluster after every
data aggregation process. In each data aggregation process, energy consumption of each
wireless sensor nodes, the number of operating nodes, the total coverage area, and the
time used in the data aggregation process are recorded.

Sensor networks of node density $\rho$ equal to 0.12 and 0.2 nodes/m$^2$ are used to show
the effect of node density to different clustering algorithms. Note that the scope of
this chapter is about energy efficient clustering algorithms. Energy efficient scheduling
schemes for wireless sensor networks, such as random and selective on-off scheduling
schemes [49], will not be employed in any algorithm under test. A node is always
involved in data aggregation processes until all its energy has been used up. A network
with a high node density will invoke more local communications and hence is expected
to give poorer results than its counterpart with a low node density.

Sensor nodes are randomly and evenly distributed in a sensing field of $50 \times 50$ m$^2$. The
center of the sensing field is located at $(x, y) = (25 \text{ m}, 25 \text{ m})$. Once deployed,
locations of the wireless sensor nodes are assumed to be fixed. In practical situations, the
base station is usually located remotely from the sensing field. Therefore in the following
simulations, the base station is assumed to be located at $(x, y) = (25 \text{ m}, -100 \text{ m})$ such
that each sensor node will be at least 100 m away from the base station. Data packets and
control packets (both GCP and LCP) used in the simulations are assumed to be 250 bytes
and 8 bytes in size, respectively.

The base station is assumed to be a power unlimited device while a wireless sensor
node is powered by its embedded battery. Each battery is initially given 0.05 J of energy. When the energy drops to 0 J, a node is considered as non-operating. Discharge profiles and self-discharging characteristics of batteries are assumed to have no effect on extending the lifetime of batteries. A simulation is completed when all wireless sensor nodes in the network have stopped operating.

The radio model adopted in the simulations is the same as the one mentioned in Section 2.5. The radio channel is assumed to be symmetric. The channel condition is assumed to be perfect. Each clustering algorithm will adopt its own multiple access protocols. To make a fair comparison, probabilities of data collision and packet loss are assumed to be zero. Some clustering algorithms under test require precise synchronization among sensor nodes. All networks under test are assumed to be synchronized by some kinds of synchronization mechanisms such as those described in [50] and [51]. Since the focus of this chapter is mainly on the formation of clusters and their efficiencies, details of achieving synchronization is beyond the scope of this chapter and is omitted.

Results presented in this chapter are the averaged values obtained from 100 simulations. In each simulation, a new set of sensor nodes is distributed to a sensing field. As suggested in [28], the LEACH system is tuned with the desired percentage of each node to become a cluster head being set to 5%. Since PEGASIS and PEDAP are clustering algorithms which form only single cluster, PEGASIS and PEDAP inherently fix the number of clusters at 1 for all times. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is tuned according to the optimization procedures explained in Section 2.5 with $n_C = 1$.

Routing varies with clustering algorithms. In LEACH, cluster members transmit their data packets toward their corresponding cluster head directly. Data fusions are carried out at the cluster heads only. In the PEGASIS system, cluster members forward
packets to their adjacent neighbors on the chain which is closer to the cluster head. Data
fusions are carried out along the chain. In PEDAP, data packets will propagate from the
leaves to the root of the tree structure. Data fusion is carried out at the parent nodes.
In the proposed algorithm, data packets will propagate from the outermost layer toward
the inner layers of the cluster and finally reach the cluster head. Similar to PEDAP, data
fusions are carried out at the parent nodes. The model for data aggregation used in the
simulations assumes that, by means of data/decision fusion techniques, a node is always
capable of fusing all incoming data packets into a single data packet which is of the same
size of an incoming data packet.

2.7 Results and Evaluations

2.7.1 Network Lifetime

The lifetime of a wireless sensor network is highly correlated with the number of sen-
sor nodes alive. Wireless sensor nodes are usually embedded with inexpensive sensors
which return data with low accuracy and precision. These uncertainties can be diluted
by using a large population of wireless sensor nodes. Therefore, in practice, the number
of operating wireless sensor nodes is usually used to evaluate the lifetime of a network.
Results in Figure 2.5 show that networks operated by the proposed algorithm can have
longer lifetimes than those operated by LEACH, PEGASIS, and PEDAP. Nevertheless,
performances of all algorithms under test are degraded when $\rho$ is increased from 0.12 to
0.2. In LEACH, sensor nodes will only communicate with their nearest cluster heads.
This renders the cluster heads with very high loading and drains their energy faster.
There is no global control on the number of cluster heads. When the number of cluster
Figure 2.5: Network lifetime of networks with (a) $\rho = 0.12 \text{ nodes/m}^2$; (b) $\rho = 0.2 \text{ nodes/m}^2$.

Results shown are averaged values taken over 100 independent simulations.
heads is small, distances between cluster members and cluster heads will increase by a lot. On the other hand, more energy is consumed in long distance communications when the number of cluster heads is too large. Note that during the formation of clusters, cluster heads are required to announce their existence to all the nodes in the network. A node has to receive announcements from every cluster head in order to select the nearest cluster head to engage with. Finally, each node has to register to its cluster head in order to secure a time slot from the cluster head. All these communications would increase the energy consumption in both the cluster heads and the cluster members.

PEGASIS gives a better performance at the beginning. However, because of the chain network property, the separations among nodes increase gradually as the number of operating nodes decreases. Sensor nodes are then forced to do longer communication in order to maintain the chain structure, which increase the energy consumption of the whole network. Moreover, in order to form a chain network, PEGASIS requires all nodes to maintain a complete database of location and energy status of all the nodes in the network. These requirements impose extra burdens to the network and shorten the network lifetime. At the time when the first node ran out of energy, the number of data aggregation processes that can be done by networks with PEGASIS is almost 4 times to that of networks with LEACH. Such performance gap is slightly different from that obtained in [29]. This is because the energy consumed in cluster formation and database update, which has not been considered previously, is now included in the simulations.

PEDAP gives similar performance as PEGASIS. Due to the definition of its cost function [30], a node closer to the base station is more likely to become a cluster head. Such configuration can greatly reduce the energy used in long distance communications. However, such strategy will also shorten the lifetimes of those nodes that are close to
the base station, This situation is common in flat multi-hop network structures. When all nodes near the base station have run out of energy, the communication distances for the remaining nodes to the base station will increase drastically, causing a rise in energy consumption. A sharp drop in the number of operating nodes is observed in systems operated with PEDAP.

The proposed algorithm makes use of a multi-layer hierarchy in which nodes in the middle layers can perform data fusion on the data received. Such arrangement can greatly reduce the burdens of cluster heads. Moreover, cluster heads are elected randomly with a priority given to nodes with higher residual energy. The work load of cluster heads is evenly distributed throughout the network. Nevertheless, most communications are performed locally and local communication radii are optimized according to the procedures in Section 2.5. With the proposed algorithm, the energy consumption of the whole network is greatly reduced, thus giving a much longer network lifetime.

2.7.2 Network Coverage

Sensors embedded in wireless sensor nodes are capable of collecting data within a limited distance \( r_{\text{sen}} \) m. The circular area with radius \( r_{\text{sen}} \) m around a wireless sensor node is called the sensible dish. A sensing terrain is regarded as 100% covered if its area is fully covered by the sensible dishes of wireless sensor nodes. If the non-operating nodes are evenly distributed, the remaining nodes may still manage to cover the whole sensing terrain. The sensing ability of the network is maintained. On the other hand, if the non-operating nodes are crowded in certain areas, these areas will soon become blind spots to the system. The distribution of non-operating nodes can be indicated by comparing the number of operating nodes to the sensing terrain coverage. Figure 2.6 shows the
Figure 2.6: Sensing coverage of networks with (a) $\rho = 0.12 \text{ nodes/m}^2$; (b) $\rho = 0.2 \text{ nodes/m}^2$.

Results shown are averaged values taken over 100 independent simulations.
sensing terrain coverage of each algorithm with the $r_{sen}$ arbitrarily set to 3 m. Results show that the network formed by the proposed algorithm has the highest sensing terrain coverage among the four algorithms under test. As observed previously, performances of all algorithms under test are degraded when $\rho$ is increased from 0.12 to 0.2.

LEACH tries to distribute the loading of the cluster heads to all nodes in the network by switching the cluster heads from time to time. Due to the 2-hop structure of the network, a node far from a cluster head will have to consume more energy than a node close to a cluster head. This introduces an uneven distribution of energy dissipation among cluster members.

PEGASIS tries to minimize the energy consumption in local communications by organizing nodes into a single chain. The loading of the cluster head is distributed to all nodes in the network again by switching the cluster head from time to time. Unfortunately, the greedy algorithm used in the chain formation cannot maintain a constant separation of the adjacent nodes. Some nodes, especially for those located at the end of the chain, will have communication distances much longer than the others.

PEDAP attempts to arrange the sensor network in a minimum spanning tree structure. Communication distances among wireless sensor nodes are therefore minimized. However, a minimum spanning tree has no control on the number of child nodes of each parent node. Some parent nodes can be heavily loaded and run out of energy sooner than the others.

In the proposed algorithm, a cluster is arranged into multiple layers. Separations between layers are carefully adjusted such that the number of child nodes for each parent node is almost a constant. Compared to a 2-hop network, nodes with direct connection to cluster heads are greatly reduced. The multi-layer structure can also reduce commu-
2.7.3 Network Robustness

A network has better robustness if its network lifetime remains unaffected or only mildly affected when the distribution of the sensor nodes is different. We consider the standard deviation of the results obtained from the 100 individual simulations in Section 2.7.1 as an indicator of network robustness. As shown in Figure 2.7, the lifetimes of networks formed by the proposed algorithm have much smaller standard deviations than those of PEGASIS and PEDAP, which are comparable to LEACH. The performance of the network formed by the proposed algorithm is thus shown to be robust to the distribution of sensor nodes. Robustness of all algorithms under test are degraded when $\rho$ is increased from 0.12 to 0.2. PEGASIS gives very high standard deviations of network lifetime due to the sensitivity of its performance to the chain length. Moreover, as the chain formation method in PEGASIS cannot guarantee a shortest chain at all times, a large fluctuation in the network lifetime can be resulted.

In networks employing PEDAP, the formation of the minimum spanning tree is based on the location of the base station and the distribution of sensor nodes. Since a sensor node close to the base station is more likely to become a cluster head, a high density of sensor nodes close to the base station will definitely enhance the performance and vice versa. With the random distribution of sensor nodes, a large variation in network lifetime can be expected.
Figure 2.7: Lifetime standard deviations across 100 simulations of networks with (a) $\rho = 0.12$ nodes/m$^2$; (b) $\rho = 0.2$ nodes/m$^2$. 
2.7.4 Averaged Data Collecting Time

Limited by the cost and size, sensor nodes are usually equipped with simple transceivers and most of these transceivers can only handle one transmission at a time. If one time slot is used to measure the duration of one data packet transmission, a sensor node of node degree \( k \) (\( k - 1 \) incoming connections and 1 outgoing connection) will take \( k - 1 \) time slots to collect all data packets from its incoming connections. Therefore, different network topologies will have different impact on the data collection efficiency. The number of time slots used by the base station to collect data packets from all wireless sensor nodes is recorded and used to evaluate the data collection efficiency of each algorithm. Results are shown in Figure 2.8. Since a control packet is much smaller than a data packet, the time consumed in transmitting the control packets is neglected in all clustering algorithms under test. Performance of all algorithms under test are degraded when \( \rho \) is increased from 0.12 to 0.2. Results show that networks formed by the proposed algorithm can provide the shortest data collecting time among the three algorithms under test. The reason is that the proposed algorithm can form networks in multiple layers which makes interleaving possible during data collection. Networks formed by LEACH show periodical variations in data collecting time. This is due to the cluster head selection function being dependent upon the number of data aggregation processes. Since the cluster head election mechanism in LEACH is a function of the number of completed data aggregation processes [28], the number of clusters varies periodically as the simulation moves on. The peaks in Figure 2.8 are moments when the number of clusters is very low. For systems using PEGASIS, data at one end of the chain must travel for more than half of the chain before it can reach the cluster head. Interleaving is still
Figure 2.8: Averaged data collecting time of networks with (a) $\rho = 0.12$ nodes/m$^2$; (b) $\rho = 0.2$ nodes/m$^2$. Results shown are averaged values taken over 100 independent simulations.
possible, however with limited effect. This explains why the averaged data collecting
time of networks formed by PEGASIS is much longer than that of networks formed by
the proposed algorithm. PEDAP forms connections by only considering the distance be-
tween 2 nodes and the residual energy of the transmitting node. It has no control on the
number of connections per node and may result in an extreme distribution of the node
degree. Nodes with a high degree will thus become the bottlenecks in the data collecting
process. In the proposed algorithm, separations among layers are optimized such that
the connection degrees for all the nodes in the network can be maintained at a relatively
constant level. The time taken in the data collecting process is therefore shortened.

2.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a clustering algorithm based on social insect colonies has been proposed.
Inspired by the structural organization of social insect colonies, an algorithm has been
derived for forming and maintaining clusters in a wireless sensor network. It has been
shown that the proposed decentralized clustering algorithm can improve network life-
time significantly over three well studied clustering algorithms. The performance of the
proposed algorithm is shown to be robust to the distribution of sensor nodes. Neverthe-
less, the proposed algorithm can greatly shorten the data collecting time of the system.
Chapter 3

Scheduling

3.1 Introduction

Like many engineering problems, the design of sensor networks requires technical expertise from a variety of disciplines including signal processing, power management, communications, computational algorithms and circuit design. Because of the distributive nature of sensor networks, optimization of a number of performance parameters and operating cost poses a challenging problem for circuits and systems design. In particular, in contrast to conventional sensing systems, sensor networks make use of a huge volume of low-cost wireless sensor nodes to perform close-range sensing. This high redundancy of sensing power can greatly enhance the sensing resolution and make sensor networks robust to the rapidly changing environment.

The use of excessive sensing power, however, may bring undesirable consequences to sensor networks. The first consequence is reduction of the network lifetime. Another consequence is that the huge amount of sensor nodes will cause severe interference,
especially in regions where sensor nodes are densely populated. Both consequences can be relieved by employing soft deployment techniques. Soft deployment, also known as scheduling, in sensor networks is a process of maintaining a balance among energy saving, bandwidth efficiency and sensing quality by putting a portion of sensor nodes into a sleep state.

Soft deployment can be classified into four main categories. They are the “always on” (AO), the “random on-off” (ROF), the “selective on-off” (SOF), and the “periodic on-off” (POF) deployment schemes [49]. Soft deployment in sensor networks has been addressed previously by other researchers [52, 53, 54, 55, 56], with different specific objectives and constraints. In this chapter, an energy efficient soft deployment scheme for wireless sensor networks is proposed. The proposed scheme is a kind of adaptive POF soft deployment scheme which uses only local information for making deployment decisions. The main objective of this chapter is to design an energy efficient soft deployment scheme for sensor networks to detect rare targets with low mobility. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines the soft deployment problem being tackled. The biological phenomenon giving inspiration to this work is described in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 briefly explains the operation of the proposed scheme. Probabilistic formulations of the proposed scheme and two other generic soft deployment schemes are given in Section 3.5. The proposed scheme is then compared and evaluated against these two generic soft deployment schemes in Section 3.6. Effects of varying each parameter of the proposed scheme will be discussed in Section 3.7. Finally, Section 3.8 concludes the chapter.
### 3.2 Problem Formulation

The sensing field is a two-dimensional plane of $w \times d \text{ m}^2$. All the soft deployment schemes described in this chapter operate in discrete time steps called rounds, and each round lasts for time $t_{\text{step}}$. The target of interest considered in this chapter is a kind of point source phenomenon with an effective radius of $r_{\text{eff}} \text{ m}$. The target is moving at a constant velocity of $s \text{ m/round}$ horizontally across the sensing field. At any particular instance, only one target will appear in the sensing field. A sensor network of $N$ sensor nodes is deployed randomly onto the sensing field. Each sensor node will have a sensing radius of $r_{\text{sen}} \text{ m}$. An active target can be detected if the distance between the centroid of the target and that of an active sensor is within $R_d = r_{\text{sen}} + r_{\text{eff}} \text{ m}$. Parameter $R_d$ is regarded as the *detectable radius*. The dish with radius $R_d$ and with a target located at its center is defined as the *detectable area*.

In this chapter, it is assumed that the energy of a sensor node is mainly consumed by its transceiver module, amplifier module, and sensor module. A simple first-order radio model [28] is used to calculate the energy dissipation of each sensor node in wireless communications. In the model, a sensor node will dissipate $E_{\text{TX/RX}} \text{ J/bit}$ to run its transceiver module and $E_{\text{AMP}} \text{ J/bit/m}^2$ to run its amplifier module. In addition to the energy dissipated in wireless communications, a sensor node will dissipate $E_{\text{SEN}} \text{ J/bit}$ to run its sensor module. Thus, a sensor node will dissipate $E_{\text{SEN}} \text{ J}$ of energy to capture every single bit of information from its surrounding.

For ease of evaluating system performance, three performance indicators are defined. Their definitions are as follows.
3.2.0.1 Target 3-Coverage Hit-Rate (THR)

A target is having 3-coverage (3Cov) when it is detected by 3 active sensor nodes simultaneously. In most applications, sensor networks are used to tell the locations of interested targets. To obtain the location of a target in a two-dimensional plane, 3-coverage is essential. THR is defined as the ratio of the total time (round) a target is having 3-coverage to the total time (round) a target is active inside the sensing field.

3.2.0.2 Detection Delay (DD)

We define DD in this chapter as the time when a target emerged up to the time when it is having a 3-coverage for the first time. A system with a small DD can provide newly emerged targets’ location information more rapidly and hence can facilitate the allocation of resources to their surroundings.

3.2.0.3 Energy Consumption Per Successful Detection (ECSD)

ECSD can reflect the power efficiency of the system. In this chapter, a successful target detection refers to a target having 3-coverage. Resources under-utilizing, resources over-utilizing and communication overhead will all increase the energy consumption per successful target detection.

In this chapter, the primary objective of an energy efficient soft deployment scheme is defined as to reduce ECSD as much as possible while keeping THR at a high value and DD at a low value. Networks under test are assumed to be synchronized by some synchronization mechanisms such as the one described in [50], which is beyond the scope of this chapter. Inter-communications among sensor nodes are assumed to be collision free and with zero packet loss. Since our focus here is the design of the soft

...
deployment scheme that can provide a sufficient number of active sensor nodes, data collection processes such as routing [57, 58, 59], clusters formation [60, 61, 62] and data aggregation [63, 64, 65] are not considered in this chapter. Nonetheless, with the sufficient number of active sensors, all these data collection processes can be built on top of the proposed soft deployment scheme.

### 3.3 Task Switching in Ant Colonies

Same as in Chapter 2, social insect colonies are chosen as the source of inspiration in our study. In social insect colonies, individuals are assigned to different task groups to perform different tasks such as foraging, patrolling and midden work. Biologists have found that the allocation of individuals among different tasks in social insect colonies basically involves two mechanisms, namely the interactions among individuals from the same or different task groups and the task performance evaluations of individuals [66].

In social insect colonies, the probability for an individual to carry out task $A$ rather than task $B$ depends on the ratio of the number of task $A$ workers it has encountered recently to that of task $B$ workers [67]. For an individual doing task $A$, a high encounter rate with other workers doing the same task will increase the probability for the individual to switch task. Initially when the number of foragers is small, the encounter rate for a midden worker to other midden workers is much higher than that to foragers. In this case, midden workers will have higher probabilities of switching into the foraging group. As the number of foragers increases, the encounter rate for a midden worker to a forager increases at the same time. It makes midden workers less willing to go foraging. It is a kind of feedback system for controlling the size of different task groups which
makes social insect colonies adaptive to environmental changes.

As food sites started to deplete, more foragers return to their nest without food. When they are examined by the others, they are regarded as unsuccessful foragers. Encountering with unsuccessful foragers will stop non-foraging workers from switching to foragers [68]. Unsuccessful foragers will become inactive and idle in the nest. This mechanism forms a negative feedback in controlling an oversized task group. A task group should shrink when its consumption outruns its contribution to the colonies.

As the population density of a social insect colony increases, encounter rate among individuals increases drastically. An individual may oscillate among tasks rapidly when its encounter rate is too high, which can be fatal to both the individual and its colony. To avoid such oscillation from happening, individuals try to limit their encounter rates by changing their encounter pattern as their population density increases [69, 70]. This measure can effectively reduce unnecessary communications among individuals.

### 3.4 Operation of the Proposed Soft Deployment Scheme

In the proposed algorithm, each sensor node in a wireless sensor network is analogous to an individual in a social insect colony. Different tasks in an ant colony are mapped to different operating states of sensor nodes. The interactions among ants are represented by the information exchange among sensor nodes. Sensor nodes will make scheduling decision by examining information obtained from their neighbors. The proposed scheme tries to coordinate the operation of each sensor node by using this local information.

Sensor nodes in the proposed scheme can be in either a sleep state, a listen state or an active state, as shown in Figure 3.1. As defined in Section 3.2, the proposed scheme
runs in rounds, and each round lasts for time $t_{\text{step}}$. Sensor nodes in the proposed scheme are only allowed to switch their states at the end of each round. Sensor nodes in the sleep state are turned off completely. Sensor nodes in the active state will perform sensing and broadcast their evaluation results to their neighbors. Sensor nodes in the listen state will preserve energy by switching off their sensor modules and amplifier modules, but their transceiver modules will remain active to eavesdrop communications nearby. Thus, the energy consumption of a sensor node in the active state is the highest, followed by the listen state, and the energy consumption in the sleep state is the lowest.

To initialize the scheme, all sensor nodes will be put into the sleep state for a random sleep duration $t_s$ bounded by the system maximum sleep time $a$, where $a$ is a multiple
of \( t_{\text{step}} \). A timer will be used for the countdown of the sleep duration. At the end of the sleep duration, sensor nodes will put themselves into the listen state.

Sensor nodes in the active state will broadcast their evaluation results to their neighbors who are in the listen state using local control packets (LCP). An evaluation result can indicate whether an active node can detect a target (successful) or not (unsuccessful). The mechanism will be explained in the later part of this section. Sensor nodes in the listen state will “listen” to the communication channel. By listening to the communication channel, sensor nodes in the listen state can collect evaluation results of their active neighbors. Any sensor node in the listen state will use the evaluation results collected to give an evaluation function \( v(n_{\text{sa}}) \), which is given by

\[
v(n_{\text{sa}}) = \kappa^{n_{\text{sa}}}
\]

where \( n_{\text{sa}} \) is the number of successful active neighbors and \( \kappa \) is a constant between 0 and 1. Before the end of the current round, sensor nodes in the listen state will generate a random number between 0 and 1, and compare it with \( v(n_{\text{sa}}) \). If the random number is smaller than \( v(n_{\text{sa}}) \), the sensor node will become active in the next round. Otherwise, the sensor node will switch back to the sleep state in the next round. The sleep duration \( t_s \), proportional to the complement of \( v(n_{\text{sa}}) \), is given by

\[
t_s = \lceil a(1 - v(n_{\text{sa}})) \rceil
\]

where \( \lceil u \rceil \) denotes the smallest integer equal to or greater than \( u \). With (3.1) and (3.2), a sensor node will have a longer sleep duration if the performance of its neighbors are better, and vice versa.

A sensor node \( j \) in the active state will sense the surrounding environment for time \( t_{\text{sen}} \), where \( t_{\text{sen}} \leq t_{\text{step}}/2 \). If an interested target is captured within time \( t_{\text{sen}} \), sensor
node $j$ will mark its evaluation result $e_j$ as 1 (successful). Otherwise, the evaluation result will be marked as 0 (unsuccessful). Upon obtaining its own evaluation results, sensor node $j$ will broadcast its evaluation results toward its surroundings using LCP. At the end of the round, an unsuccessful sensor node will switch to the sleep state, while a successful sensor node will remain active for another round. Nodes that switch from the active state to the sleep state will sleep for a random duration which is again bounded by the system’s maximum sleep time $a$.

To maintain the inter-communications at a constant level independent of network density, communication radius $r_{\text{com}}$ of a sensor node is adjusted to keep its number of neighbors approximately at a threshold $b$. This can be achieved by the following algorithm:

1. Initialize the sensor node with the shortest $r_{\text{com}}$. In the proposed scheme, the shortest $r_{\text{com}}$ is $0.5(b - 1)$ m.

2. Broadcast a density probing packet (DPP) to its surroundings. The DPP contains the identity of the issuing node.

3. After receiving the DPP, nodes within $r_{\text{com}}$ will reply with a reply packet (RP). The RP contains both the identities of the issuing node and the replying node.

4. By counting the number of RP received, a node can estimate the number of neighbors in its surroundings. If the number of neighbors is below the threshold $b$, increase $r_{\text{com}}$ by a step of $0.05b$ m and repeat step 2.

The above algorithm will only be carried out once. Therefore it will not introduce large overheads to the network.
3.5 Probabilistic Formulation

A generic ROF and a generic SOF soft deployment schemes are evaluated together with the proposed soft deployment scheme for comparison purposes. Probabilistic models for all the three soft deployment schemes on the performance indicators defined previously are constructed and shown as follows.

3.5.1 Probabilistic Model of the ROF Soft Deployment Scheme

In the ROF soft deployment scheme, a sensor node can be in either a sleep state or an active state. Sensor nodes in the sleep state are turned off completely while sensor nodes in the active state will use their sensor modules to monitor their surrounding environment. A sensor node will become active in the coming round with a probability of \( p \), where \( p \in [0, 1] \). Conversely, a sensor node in the ROF soft deployment scheme will turn into the sleep state in the coming round with a probability of \( 1 - p \).

Initially, all sensor nodes in the ROF soft deployment scheme are put into the sleep state. A sensor node will turn active in the coming round with a probability of \( p \). For a sensor network of \( N \) sensor nodes, the expected number of sensor nodes \( E(n_{\text{det}}) \) located inside a detectable area is expressed as

\[
E(n_{\text{det}}) = \left\lfloor \frac{N \pi R_d^2}{w d} \right\rfloor
\]

(3.3)

where \( \lfloor u \rfloor \) denotes the integer nearest to \( u \). By assuming that the sensor nodes are evenly distributed, the probability for a successful 3-cover detection \( \Pr(3\text{Cov}) \) is expressed as

\[
\Pr(3\text{Cov}) = 1 - \sum_{i=0}^{2} C_i^{E(n_{\text{det}})} p^i (1 - p)^{E(n_{\text{det}}) - i}
\]

(3.4)
With (3.4), the expected detection delay $E(DD)$ is expressed as

$$E(DD) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} i(1 - \text{Pr}(3\text{Cov}))^i(\text{Pr}(3\text{Cov}))$$

The expected energy consumption per successful detection is expressed as

$$E(\text{ECSD}) = \frac{E(n_{\text{det}}) \rho E_{\text{SEN}}}{\text{Pr}(3\text{Cov})}$$

where $\rho$ is the number of bits collected by the sensor module in each round.

### 3.5.2 Probabilistic Model of the SOF Soft Deployment Scheme

In a SOF soft deployment scheme, a sensor node can be in either a listen state or an active state. Sensor nodes in the listen state will monitor the communication channel by using their transceiver modules. Sensor nodes in the active state will use their sensor modules to monitor the environment. In the meantime, sensor nodes in the active state will also use their transceiver modules and amplifier modules to broadcast messages to their neighbors.

In a SOF soft deployment scheme, an active sensor node will broadcast a message using LCP to its neighbors within $r_{\text{bcast}}$. This message is used to suppress the nearby sensor nodes in the listen state from being active in the coming round. A sensor node in the listen state will become active in the coming round if such a message is not received in the current round. Once a sensor node becomes active, it will remain active until its power drains out. The process carries on until every sensor node is either active or become suppressed. If each active sensor node is regarded as a dish of radius $r_{\text{bcast}}$, the system can be viewed as having a random-loose-packed (RLP) configuration. Finding the separation among neighboring active nodes (dishes) in a RLP configuration analytically is a non-trivial task, so does the total number of active nodes (dishes) [71].
3.5. PROBABILISTIC FORMULATION

Table 3.1: Value of constants $c_1$ and $c_2$ used in (3.7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$c_1$</th>
<th>$c_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.359</td>
<td>1.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>0.5324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Value of constants $c_3$, $c_4$, $c_5$, and $c_6$ used in (3.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$c_3$</th>
<th>$c_4$</th>
<th>$c_5$</th>
<th>$c_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>-0.4827</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>-0.02122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>623.6</td>
<td>-0.7284</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>-0.1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>907.7</td>
<td>-0.8955</td>
<td>160.8</td>
<td>-0.2216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, both parameters are obtained empirically using computer simulations. Averaged separation $\bar{r}_{sep}$ for an active node to 6 other nearest active nodes can be described as follows:

$$\bar{r}_{sep} = c_1 r_{bcast} + c_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

where $c_1$ and $c_2$ are constants and their values are presented in Table 3.1. The relation between $r_{bcast}$ and the total number of active nodes $n_{act}$ in the system can be expressed as

$$n_{act} = c_3 \exp(c_4 r_{bcast}) + c_5 \exp(c_6 r_{bcast})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where $c_3$, $c_4$, $c_5$, and $c_6$ are constants and their values are presented in Table 3.2.

With these parameters, one can always triangulate a sensor network into a graph $G$ of triangles by regarding each active sensor node as a vertex and connect the 6 nearest
vertices with edges. The probability of a 3-coverage detection can then be regarded as
the probability for enclosing a triangle completely by placing a circle of radius \( R_{\text{d}} = r_{\text{sen}} + r_{\text{eff}} \) m randomly onto the graph \( G \). If the sensor nodes are evenly distributed
and the number of sensor nodes \( N \) is large enough to fully cover the sensing terrain, all
triangles in graph \( G \) can be assumed as equilateral triangles with side length equal to
\( \bar{r}_{\text{sep}} \) m. The situation is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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**Figure 3.2:** Translating a coverage problem into a clean tile problem.

In Figure 3.2, the big equilateral triangles represent the triangles formed by con-
necting the neighboring active sensor nodes together. An active sensor node is located
at each vertex. The 2 circles are concentric circles. The outer circle represents the de-
tectable area. The inner circle is defined as the *imaginary circle*. The imaginary circle
has a radius of \( r_{\text{img}} \) m.
If the side of the equilateral triangles is greater than $\sqrt{3}R_d$ (i.e. $\bar{r}_{sep} > \sqrt{3}R_d$), a triangle can never be covered by the detectable area completely (i.e. $\Pr(3\text{Cov}) = 0$). On the other hand, if the side of the equilateral triangles is less than $R_d$ such that at least one triangle can be covered by the detectable area at any particular instance, $\Pr(3\text{Cov}) = 1$. For $R_d \leq \bar{r}_{sep} \leq \sqrt{3}R_d$, $\Pr(3\text{Cov})$ can be calculated as follows.

Suppose the target has moved to a location such that 2 vertices of $\triangle ABC$ touch the inside of the detectable area (Figure 3.2). Adjust the radius $r_{img}$ of the imaginary circle until the imaginary circle is just touching two sides of $\triangle ABC$. The radius $r_{img}$ can be expressed as

$$r_{img} = \frac{\sqrt{\bar{r}_{sep}^2 - \left(\frac{1}{2}\bar{r}_{sep}\right)^2} - \sqrt{R_d^2 - \left(\frac{1}{2}\bar{r}_{sep}\right)^2}}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

The problem can now be regarded as a clean tile problem [72]. The probability of a 3-coverage detection is equal to the probability of having a clean tile of the imaginary circle inside an equilateral triangle. A clean tile is possible if the center of the imaginary circle is located within the small triangle ($\triangle XYZ$) in Figure 3.2. The probability is therefore expressed as the area of $\triangle XYZ$ divided by that of $\triangle ABC$.

$$\Pr(3\text{Cov}) = \left(1 - \frac{2\sqrt{3}r_{img}}{\bar{r}_{sep}}\right)^2 \hspace{1cm} (3.10)$$

With (3.5) and (3.10), the corresponding $E(DD)$ can be calculated. The expected energy consumption per successful detection is written as

$$E(\text{ECSD}) = \frac{n_{act}(\varphi E_{\text{SEN}} + \varphi (E_{TX}/RX + E_{\text{AMP}}r_{bcast}^2))}{\Pr(3\text{Cov})} + \frac{(N - n_{det}) (\varphi E_{TX/RX})}{\Pr(3\text{Cov})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $\varphi$ is the number of bits collected by the sensor module in each round and $\varphi$ is the length of an LCP.
3.5.3 Probabilistic Model of the Proposed Soft Deployment Scheme

In this section, the proposed soft deployment scheme will be expressed analytically in terms of Markov chains. Basically, any distribution of a stochastic process for time $t$ that depends only on what happened at time $t - 1$ can be described in terms of a Markov process. A Markov process can be expressed using a Markov chain.

The operation of each sensor node can be described by a time sequence of random variables $X_t$, i.e., $X_0, X_1, X_2, \ldots$. The values of these random variables are selected from a set of states $D$. This set of states consists of three main subsets $S_t, L_t$ and $A_t$, which represent the sleep state, the listen state and the active state at round $t$, respectively.

The state subset $S_t$ consists of $a + 1$ states (denoted as $S_{t,0}, \cdots, S_{t,a}$). Each of these states represents a sleep state with a different value of remaining sleeping duration. The state subset $L_t$ consists of $b + 1$ states (denoted as $L_{t,0}, \cdots, L_{t,b}$). Each of these states represents a listen state with a different number of positive evaluation packets received from a node’s neighbors. Finally, the state subset $A_t$ consists of a state sub-subset $A_{t,s}$ and a state $A_{t,a}$. The state sub-subset $A_{t,s}$ represents active states corresponding to the successful capture of a target at round $t$. Note that an active node succeeds to capture a target will remain active until it fails to do so. This means that an active node may stay active with a time duration between 1 and $\frac{2R_d}{s}$ rounds depending on their orientations relative to the moving target. Therefore, the state sub-subset $A_{t,s}$ will consist of $c = \frac{2R_d}{s}$ states (denoted as $A_{t,s,1}, \cdots, A_{t,s,c}$). $A_{t,a}$ represents an active state corresponding to the unsuccessful capture of a target in round $t$.

Therefore, a sensor node with a maximum sleeping duration of $a$ rounds, $b$ neighbors and an active duration bounded by 0 and $c$ will have a state set of size $|D| = a + b + c + 3$. 
For sensor nodes in the sleep state, the probabilities of the intra-subset transitions can be written as

\[
\Pr(S_t|h | S_{t-1,g}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & h = g - 1 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.12)

where \(a \geq g \geq 1\).

A sensor node in the sleep state will always switch to one of the listen states in the coming round when its timer counts to zero. The transition probability for a sensor node in \(S_{t-1,0}\) to switch to one of the listen states depends on \(Pr(A_{t-1,s})\). Probability \(Pr(A_{t-1,s})\) can be expressed as

\[
Pr(A_{t-1,s}) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} \Pr(A_{t-1,s,i})
\]

(3.13)

where \(Pr(A_{t-1,s,i})\) can be obtained from the state distribution vector \(w_{t-1}\), which will be defined later. The transition probabilities \(Pr(L_{t,j}|S_{t-1,0})\) is therefore expressed as

\[
Pr(L_{t,j}|S_{t-1,0}) = C_j^b (1 - Pr(A_{t-1,s}))^{b-j}(Pr(A_{t-1,s}))^j
\]

(3.14)

where \(j = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, b\). A node in the listen state can switch to either the sleep state or the active state in the coming round. The transition probability \(Pr(S_{t,h}|L_{t-1,j})\) is given by

\[
Pr(S_{t,h}|L_{t-1,j}) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \kappa^j, & h = \lfloor (1 - \kappa^j) \times a \rfloor \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(3.15)

where \(j = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, b\).

The transition probability for a node in the listen state to switch to the active state without successfully capturing a target is represented by

\[
Pr(A_{t,s}|L_{t-1,j}) = \kappa^j \left( 1 - \frac{\pi R_d^2}{wd} \right)
\]

(3.16)
where \( j = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, b \). As mentioned above, a successful active node may stay active for a period of time depending on its orientation relative to the target. For a target with velocity \( s \) m/round, the detectable area will move at the same velocity. Therefore, the transition probability \( \Pr(A_{t,s,j}|L_{t-1,j}) \) should depend on the overlapping area of the detectable areas in different rounds. Let \( f(\Delta t) \) be the overlapping area of the detectable areas with time difference \( \Delta t \), i.e.,

\[
f(\Delta t) = 2 \left( \arccos \left( \frac{s\Delta t}{2R_d} \right) \right) R_d^2 - \left( R_d^2 - \left( \frac{s\Delta t}{2} \right)^2 \right) s\Delta t \quad (3.17)
\]

Therefore, the probability for a node in the listen state to switch to the active state and to successfully capture a target is

\[
\Pr(A_{t,s,q}|L_{t-1,j}) = \kappa^j \frac{\pi R_d^2}{wd} \times \left( \frac{f(q) - f(q-1)}{\pi R_d^2} \right) = \kappa^j \left( \frac{f(q-1) - f(q)}{wd} \right) \quad (3.18)
\]

where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots, c \). A sensor node in \( A_{t,s,1} \) will become unsuccessful in the coming round. A sensor node in the subset \( A_{t-1,s,q} \) will always switch to the subset \( A_{t,s,q-1} \) in the next round, where \( q = 2, 3, \cdots, c \). Thus,

\[
\Pr(A_{t,s,p}|A_{t-1,s,1}) = 1 \quad (3.19)
\]

\[
\Pr(A_{t,s,p}|A_{t-1,s,q}) = \begin{cases} 1, & p = q - 1, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \quad (3.20)
\]

Finally, a sensor node in the subset \( A_{t-1,u} \) will switch to one of the states \( S_{t,h} \) randomly, where \( h = 1, 2, \cdots, a \), i.e.,

\[
\Pr(S_{t,h}|A_{t-1,u}) = \frac{1}{a} \quad (3.21)
\]
where \( h = 1, 2, \cdots, a \). All other transition probabilities not defined above are zero. With all these transition probabilities, a transition matrix \( Q_{t-1} \) can be constructed. The subscript \( t-1 \) indicates that the transition matrix includes the changing parameter \( \Pr(A_{t-1,s}) \). The transition matrix \( Q_{t-1} \) is a \( |D| \times |D| \) square matrix. Each entry is the transition probability for a node in a particular state at time \( t-1 \) to switch to another state at time \( t \).

The performance of the proposed soft deployment scheme can be estimated with the help of a state distribution vector. The state distribution vector \( w_t \) is a \( |D| \)-dim vector. Each of the entries represents the probability for a sensor node to fall in a particular state. The summation of all entries in \( w_t \) will always be 1. According to the proposed soft deployment scheme, all sensor nodes will start in the sleep state with random sleeping durations. Thus, for \( \Lambda \in D \), entries of \( w_0 \) are expressed as

\[
\Pr(\Lambda) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{a}, & \Lambda = S_{0,m} \text{ and } m = 1, 2, \cdots, a \\
0, & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} (3.22)
\]

The state distribution during the operation of the proposed scheme can be calculated by the following iterative equation.

\[
w_t = Q_{t-1}w_{t-1}, \quad t = 1, 2, \cdots (3.23)
\]

At each iteration, \( \Pr(A_{t,s}), \Pr(A_{t,x}) \) and \( \Pr(L_t) \) are extracted from \( w_t \) to estimate the performance of the proposed scheme, while \( \Pr(A_{t,x}) \) is used to calculate \( Q_t \).

For a sensor network of \( N \) sensor nodes, the probability for a target to be detected by at least \( \vartheta \) sensor nodes simultaneously at time \( t \) is equal to

\[
\Pr(N, \vartheta, t) = 1 - \sum_{\gamma=0}^{\vartheta} \left( C_N^\gamma \left( 1 - \Pr(A_{t,x}) \right)^{N-\gamma} \left( \Pr(A_{t,x}) \right)^{\gamma} \right) (3.24)
\]
With the above equation, $E(THR)$ of a sensor network of $N$ sensor nodes can be calculated by

$$E(THR) = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{t_d} \Pr(N, 3, t)}{t_d}$$

(3.25)

where $t_d$ is the number of rounds needed by a target to move across the sensing field.

Similarly, $E(DD)$ can be expressed as

$$E(DD) = \sum_{t=2}^{t_d} \left\{ \left( \prod_{\tau=0}^{t-2} (1 - \Pr(N, 3, \tau)) \right) \times (t - 1) \times \left( \sum_{\nu=0}^{2} \Pr(N - \nu, 3 - \nu, t) \times \left( \binom{N}{\nu} (1 - \Pr(A^*_t, \nu))^{N-\nu} (\Pr(A^*_t, \nu)^\nu) \right) \right) \right\}$$

(3.26)

Note that a sensor node in $A_{t-1,\nu,1}$ at time $t-1$ has no effect on DD at time $t$. Therefore in (3.26), the term $\Pr(A^*_t, \nu)$ is expressed as

$$\Pr(A^*_t, \nu) = \sum_{i=2}^{c} \Pr(A_{t-1,\nu,i})$$

(3.27)

$E(ECSD)$ can be expressed in terms of the total number of sensor nodes $n$, the state distribution vector and the amount of energy dissipated at each state. Before the proposed soft deployment scheme begins, sensor nodes are required to adjust their communication radii adaptively. Each sensor node will begin with a communication radius of $0.5(b - 1)$ m which will be increased with a step size of $0.05b$. Suppose the system has $n$ sensor nodes and the sensing terrain is $w \times d$ m$^2$. On average, a sensor node with approximately $b$ neighbors will have an averaged communication radius of $\bar{r}_{com}$ m, where $\bar{r}_{com}$ equals

$$\bar{r}_{com} = \sqrt{\frac{(b + 1)wd}{N\pi}}$$

(3.28)

For each sensor node, a portion of the energy is consumed in broadcasting the DPP to and receiving the RP from its neighbors. At the same time, another portion of the
energy is consumed in receiving the DPP from and transmitting the RP to its neighbors. Assuming that both a DPP and a RP are having the same length as an LCP (i.e. $\varphi$ bits) and that the sensor nodes are evenly distributed, the total energy consumed in the density probing process per sensor node ($E_{DP}$) can be written as
\[
E_{DP} = \sum_{u=1}^{\sigma} \{ \varphi(t_u + 1)(0.5(b - 1)) \\
+ 0.05(b - 1)u^2E_{AMP} + 2t_u\varphi E_{TX/RX} \} \tag{3.29}
\]
where $\sigma = \lceil \frac{r_{com} - 0.5(b-1)}{0.05b} \rceil$ and the variable $t_u$ is equal to
\[
t_u = \lceil \frac{N}{wd} \times \pi \times (0.5(b - 1) + 0.05bu)^2 \rceil \tag{3.30}
\]
Assume that data collected by the sensor module in each round are $q$ bits long. When the proposed soft deployment scheme begins, a sensor node in the active state will dissipate $E_A = q \times E_{SEN} + \varphi \times r_{com}^2 \times E_{AMP} J$ per round, while a sensor node in the listen state with $j$ active neighbors will dissipate $E_{L_j} = j \times \varphi \times E_{TX/RX} J$ per time step.

The expected energy consumption per successful detection $E(\text{ECSD})$ can be described using the following equation.
\[
E(\text{ECSD}) = \frac{N}{E(\text{THR})} \times \left\{ E_{DP} + \sum_{t=1}^{t_u} \frac{E_A \Pr(A_t) + \sum_{j=0}^{b} E_{L_j} \Pr(L_{t,j})}{t_u} \right\} \tag{3.31}
\]
In (3.31), the term $\Pr(A_t)$ is expressed as
\[
\Pr(A_t) = \Pr(A_{t,u}) + \sum_{i=1}^{c} \Pr(A_{t,i,j}) \tag{3.32}
\]

### 3.6 Simulations and Evaluations

Simulations are carried out using MATLAB. In each simulation, a sensor network of either 300, 500 or 700 sensor nodes will be distributed randomly in a sensing field of...
Figure 3.3: Target hit-rate of the random on-off soft deployment scheme.

50×50 m². Initially, each sensor node is given 5 J of energy. When the residual energy drops below 0 J, the node is regarded as depleted and non-functioning. Sensing radius of each sensor node is set to $r_{sen} = 3$ m. Parameter $\kappa$ is fixed to 0.7. Control packets, including LCP, DPP, and RP, are all having the same length of $\varphi = 200$ bits. Data collected by the sensor module in each round is assumed to be 10 times larger than a control packet such that $\rho = 2000$ bits. $E_{TX/RX}$ and $E_{AMP}$ are equal to $50 \times 10^{-9}$ J/bit and $100 \times 10^{-12}$ J/bit/m², respectively. The energy consumed in capturing one bit of data from the target is approximately equal to the energy consumed in receiving one bit of data from a neighbor node [46] and therefore $E_{SEN} = 50 \times 10^{-9}$ J/bit.

The moving target is having an effective radius of $r_{eff} = 5$ m and a constant velocity of $s = 0.5$ m/round. To eliminate the effect of the boundaries, a target will emerge at
3.6. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATIONS

$x = R_d = 8 \text{ m}$ of the sensing field with its vanish place located at $x = 50 - R_d = 42 \text{ m}$. The centroid of the target is only allowed to move within the region where $8 \leq x \leq 42 \text{ m}$ and $8 \leq y \leq 42 \text{ m}$. As a result, $t_d = \frac{42 - 8}{0.5} = 68$. At any time, there will be one and only one target moving in the sensing field.

The ROF and SOF soft deployment schemes described in Section 3.5 are evaluated together with the proposed soft deployment scheme for comparison purposes. The performance indicators of each soft deployment scheme are affected by changing the parameter(s) of each scheme. The parameters for the ROF and SOF soft deployment schemes are $p$ and $r_{\text{broadcast}}$, respectively. The proposed scheme has three parameters, which are $a$, $b$, and $\kappa$. To simplify the tuning process, only $a$ is adjustable. Parameters $b$ and $\kappa$ are fixed at 3 and 0.7, respectively.

Figure 3.4: Detection delays of the random on-off soft deployment scheme.
Each soft deployment scheme will undergo simulations to investigate the relations among its parameter(s) and the performance indicators. Each single simulation will last for 1000 rounds. For different network sizes, 100 simulations will be used to obtain the averaged values of THR, DD, and ECSD. The probabilistic model of each soft deployment scheme is used to calculate the expected values of the performance indicators in each simulation setting. Results are shown in Figs. 3.3–3.11.

For the ROF soft deployment scheme, an increase in $p$ will turn more sensor nodes into the active state. As shown in Figure 3.3, THR increases exponentially as $p$ increases. The rise in THR causes a fall in DD. The ECSD of the ROF soft deployment scheme is in linear relation with the parameter $p$. For the SOF soft deployment scheme, an increase
in $r_{\text{bcast}}$ will put more sensor nodes into the listen state. THR descends when $r_{\text{bcast}}$ extends. On the contrary, DD goes up when THR goes down. Increasing $r_{\text{bcast}}$ will show a positive effect to the reduction of ECSD at the beginning. However, over lengthening $r_{\text{bcast}}$ will reduce $\text{Pr}(3\text{Cov})$ and cause ECSD to increase dramatically. For the proposed soft deployment scheme, an increase in $a$ will put more sensor nodes into the sleep state. All three performance indicators of the proposed soft deployment scheme show similar behaviors to those of SOF as parameter $a$ increases. Nevertheless, the changes are more gradual. As shown in the figures, the simulation results match closely with the probabilistic model for all three soft deployment schemes.

According to the results obtained, one can easily notice that the ROF soft deployment scheme can have a THR close to 100% and a DD of almost 0 time slots by increasing $\rho$. 

Figure 3.6: Target hit-rate of the selective on-off soft deployment scheme.
Similar results can be obtained for the SOF soft deployment scheme by reducing $r_{com}$. However, both adjustments will dramatically increase ECSD which is not suggested in wireless sensor networks especially when the interested targets are having low velocity and rarely appear. Therefore, it is more reasonable to consider situations in which a short DD is allowed and a slight reduction in THR is acceptable.

In the following simulations, each of the soft deployment schemes under evaluation is tuned to minimize ECSD, provided that a THR of at least 98% and a DD of at most 1 time slot is maintained. Again, each single simulation will last for 1000 rounds. For different network size, 100 simulations will be used to obtain the averaged values of THR, DD, and ECSD. Simulation results are given in Figure 3.12.

When comparing with the SOF and the ROF soft deployment schemes, the proposed
scheme can reduce ECSD from a minimum of 42.17% to a maximum of 57.65%. Such performance improvement is possible because the proposed scheme is able to adaptively perform periodic on-off soft deployment which only wakes up the necessary number of nodes while keeping most other nodes in the sleep state. The inter-communications among sensor nodes are kept to minimum by controlling the number of neighbors per sensor node, thus ECSD is only mildly affected by network size $n$. If the requirements on THR and DD can be further relaxed such that a soft deployment scheme is only required to maintain a THR of at least 96% and a DD of at most 2 time slots, the energy saving performance of the proposed scheme is even more promising when comparing

**Figure 3.8:** Energy consumption per successful detection of the selective on-off soft deployment scheme. Note that in the simulations, ECSD becomes infinite when $r_{\text{bcast}}$ is beyond 7.5 m (where $n=300,500$) and 8 m (where $n=700$).
Figure 3.9: Target hit-rate of the proposed soft deployment scheme.

with the SOF and ROF soft deployment schemes. Under such requirement relaxation, the proposed scheme can reduce the ECSD by a minimum of 59.4% to a maximum of 72.59% as shown in Figure 3.13.

3.7 Discussions of Results

In this section, the proposed soft deployment scheme will undergo simulations to investigate the effect of changing the network size and varying each parameter on the three performance indicators. The number of sensor nodes $n$ will be varied from 300 to 700 with a step size of 200. Parameter $b$ will be varied from 1 to 5 with a step size of 1. The maximum sleep time $a$ will be varied from 16 rounds to 160 rounds with a step size
of 16 rounds. Parameter $\kappa$ will be varied from 0.5 to 0.9 with a step size of 0.2. The effects of these parameters to the three performance indicators will be evaluated using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The significant levels of the correlation coefficients are determined by using the $p$-values at 95% confidence intervals.

### 3.7.1 Expected Target 3-Coverage Hit-Rate

#### 3.7.1.1 Effect of $n$

A positive correlation between parameter $n$ and THR is observed. The correlation is significant only when $r_{\text{eff}}$ is small (1–3 m). This is due to the negative feedback mechanism of the evaluation packets which controls the sensing power to an essential level without
Figure 3.11: Energy consumption per successful detection of the proposed soft deployment scheme.

over monitoring the environment.

3.7.1.2 Effect of $a$

A significant negative correlation between parameter $a$ and THR is observed for all cases. When $a$ increases, more sensor nodes will be in the sleep state. This will greatly affect the tracking ability of a sensor network and lower the 3-coverage hit-rate.

3.7.1.3 Effect of $b$

The correlation between $b$ and THR is significantly positive when $r_{\text{eff}}$, $a$ and $\kappa$ are relatively small ($r_{\text{eff}} = 1–3$ m, $a \leq 48$, $\kappa = 0.5–0.7$). This is because when the sensing
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ability of the system is low, increasing the number of neighbors can cause more nodes to become active and compensate for the shortage of sensing power.

3.7.1.4 Effect of $\kappa$

A positive correlation between parameter $\kappa$ and THR is observed under all combination of parameters. However, the relation is not significant in most cases. Parameter $\kappa$ is suggested to be used as an auxiliary tuning parameter.
3.7.2 Expected Detection Delay

3.7.2.1 Effect of $n$

A negative correlation is observed between $n$ and the expected detection delay. However, the correlation is not considered as significant under all conditions. This phenomenon shares the same explanation as given in Section 3.7.1.1.

3.7.2.2 Effect of $a$

A significant positive correlation between parameter $a$ and DD is observed all the time. When $a$ increases, sensor nodes will sleep for a longer time, hence reducing the chance for an event to have 3-coverage. The correlation is most significant when parameters $n$
and \( r_{\text{eff}} \) are relatively large \((n = 700, r_{\text{eff}} = 5 \text{ m})\). Parameters \( b \) and \( \kappa \) have mild effects on this correlation.

### 3.7.2.3 Effect of \( \kappa \)

A negative correlation between parameter \( \kappa \) and DD is observed under all combinations of parameters. Similar to the observations made in Section 3.7.1.4, the correlation is not significant in most cases. Therefore, it is again suggested to use \( \kappa \) as an auxiliary tuning parameter.

### 3.7.3 Expected Energy Consumption Per Successful Target Detection

#### 3.7.3.1 Effect of \( n \)

The correlation between \( n \) and ECSD changes from positive to negative with increasing magnitudes as parameters \( r_{\text{eff}} \) and \( \kappa \) increases. Therefore, to reduce energy consumption, \( \kappa \) should be reduced when more nodes are decided to be deployed. Parameter \( b \) shows little effect on the results.

#### 3.7.3.2 Effect of \( a \)

The correlation between \( a \) and ECSD is found to be significant and positive when \( r_{\text{eff}} \) is small \((1 \text{ m})\). This positive correlation is the strongest when parameter \( n \) is also small.
When the effective radius of the event is large (3–5 m), a transition from a strong positive to a strong negative correlation is observed between $a$ and ECSD. In region where the correlation is negative, systems with number of neighbors $b$ equal to 1 show the strongest correlation. A large value of $\kappa$ ($\kappa = 0.9$) will further increase the magnitude of the correlation when the correlation between $a$ and ECSD is in the negative region.

### 3.7.3.3 Effect of $b$

Under all conditions, parameter $b$ shows a positive correlation with ECSD. By increasing the number of neighbors per node, each sensor node will have to broadcast its evaluation results for a bigger region and consumed more energy.

### 3.7.3.4 Effect of $\kappa$

The correlation between $\kappa$ and ECSD shows a positive value in most cases. The values become significant when $n$ is large ($n = 500–700$), $r_{eff}$ is large ($r_{eff} = 3–5$) and $a$ is small. This concurs with the result found in Section 3.7.3.1 that parameter $\kappa$ should be reduced for systems with a large number of sensor nodes.

### 3.8 Chapter Summary

An energy efficient soft deployment scheme is proposed. Simulation results show that, when comparing with other generic soft deployment schemes, the proposed scheme can reduce the energy consumption per successful target detection by a minimum of 42.17% to a maximum of 72.59% while keeping the target 3-coverage hit-rate and detection delay at acceptable values. The proposed scheme is very suitable for rare and slow target
tracking applications where energy saving is crucial. The performance of the proposed scheme is only mildly affected by the network size. The analysis of parameters show that for specific applications, the performance can be further biased to either having a higher target detection capability or a lower energy consumption by tuning some parameters.
Chapter 4

Network Structure

4.1 Introduction

Adaptability, comprehensive sensing coverage, and high fault tolerance are some of the unique advantages of wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks consist of large amounts of wireless sensor nodes, which are compact, light-weighted, and battery-powered devices that can be used in virtually any environment. Because of these special characteristics, sensor nodes are usually deployed near the targets of interest in order to do close-range sensing. The data collected will undergo in-network processes and then return to the user who is usually located in a remote site. Most of the time, the targets of interest are located in extreme environments, which are too hostile for the maintenance of the sensor nodes. Sensor nodes must conserve their scarce energy by all means. Failure to do so may reduce the sensing coverage or even cause the shutting down of the whole network. Thus, energy conservation is often an essential design consideration of sensor networks.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, much prior work has focused on conserving energy by clustering. A network with clustering is divided into several clusters. Within each cluster, one of the sensor nodes is elected as the *cluster head* (CH), the rest being the *cluster members* (CM). The cluster head will collect data from its cluster members directly or in a multi-hop manner. To facilitate parallel data transmissions and alleviate interference among wireless sensor nodes, code division multiple access (CDMA) is usually employed in cluster-based wireless sensor networks [28, 29, 30]. By organizing wireless sensor nodes into clusters, energy dissipation is reduced by decreasing the number of nodes involved in long distance transmission [25]. The number of data transmissions and energy consumption can be further reduced by performing data/decision fusion on nodes along the data aggregation path. Clustering provides a significant improvement in energy saving. Due to the distributed nature of wireless sensor networks, asynchronous half-duplex direct-sequence CDMA is usually used in CDMA-based wireless sensor networks. To avoid data collision, cluster heads will collect data from their cluster members one by one. Let $T$ be the average transmission delay among nodes. Assume that a node is always capable of fusing all incoming packets into a single packet by means of data/decision fusion techniques and the size of an aggregated packet is the same as an incoming packet. Referring to the situation shown in Figure 4.1 (a), a base station will take $4 \times T$ to collect a complete set of data from the network. Apart from requiring a longer delay in data collection, cluster members will need larger buffers to handle the incoming data while waiting for the belonging cluster head to become available. As a result, a considerable amount of energy is wasted while waiting. The bottleneck problem mentioned above can be alleviated by modifying the network structure. By transforming the original network into a multi-hop network as shown in Figure 4.1 (b), it can be shown
that the time needed by the base station to collect a full set of data from the network can be reduced to $3 \times T$.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the characteristics of a delay-aware data collecting network structure in CDMA-based wireless sensor networks. Two algorithms for forming such a network structure are proposed for different scenarios. The algorithms will form networks with minimum delays in the data collecting process. At the same time, the algorithms will try to keep the transmission distance among wireless sensor nodes at low values which is minimizing the energy consumption of the network. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 briefly reviews related work. Section 4.3 defines the proposed network structure. Section 4.4 explains the algorithm for forming the proposed network structure in different scenarios. A numerical analysis is given in Section 4.5 to show how different network structures perform in terms of delays in data collecting processes. Simulation results and their analysis will be given in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. Finally, Section 4.8 summarizes the chapter.
4.2 Related Work

Due to the energy constraint of individual sensor nodes, energy conservation becomes one of the major issues in sensor networks. In wireless sensor networks, a large portion of the energy in a node is consumed in wireless communications. The amount of energy consumed in a transmission is proportional to the corresponding communication distance. Therefore, long distance communications between nodes and the base station are usually not encouraged. One way to reduce energy consumption in sensor networks is to adopt some clustering algorithms [25]. A clustering algorithm tries to organize sensor nodes into clusters. Within each cluster, one node is elected as the cluster head. The cluster head is responsible for 1) collecting data from its cluster members, 2) fusing the data by means of data/decision fusion techniques, and 3) reporting the fused data to the remote base station. In each cluster, the cluster head is the only node involved in long distance communications. Energy consumption of the whole network is therefore reduced.

Intensive research [28, 29, 30, 73] has been conducted on reducing energy consumption by forming clusters with appropriate network structures. Recently, Heinzelman, Chandrakasan, and Balakrishnan proposed a clustering algorithm called LEACH [28]. In networks using LEACH, sensor nodes are organized in multiple-cluster 2-hop (MC2H) networks (i.e., cluster members → cluster head → base station). Using the idea of clustering, the amount of long distance transmissions can be greatly reduced. Lindsey and Raghavendra proposed another clustering algorithm called PEGASIS [29], which is a completely different idea by organizing sensor nodes into a single-chain (SC) network. In such networks, sensor nodes are organized in a single chain and a single node on the
The focus of this chapter is on investigating the data collection efficiency of networks formed by different clustering algorithms. Therefore, event triggering algorithms such as TEEN [33] and APTEEN [34] will not be considered in this chapter. A related work on data collection efficiency was done by Florens, Franceschetti, and McEliece [76]. In their work, lower bounds on data collection time are derived for various network structures. However, the effect of data fusion, which is believed as one of the major features of sensor networks, was ignored. Wang et. al. [77] proposed link scheduling algorithms for wireless sensor networks which can raise network throughput considerably.
In their work, however, it is assumed that data links among wireless sensor nodes are predefined. In contrast, the objective of this chapter is to form data links among wireless sensor nodes and thus to shorten the delays in the data collection processes. Another related work was done by Solis and Obraczka [78] who studied the impact of timing in data aggregation for sensor networks.

4.3 The Proposed Network Structure

The proposed network structure is a tree structure, where the degree distribution of the cluster members follows an inverse exponential base-2 function, as shown in Table 4.1. A node with degree \( k \) will collect data from \( k - 1 \) nodes of degree ranging from 1, 2, \( \cdots \), up to \( k - 1 \). At the same time, it will forward the fused data to a node of degree higher than its own. The cluster head will be considered as a special case. The cluster head is the one with the highest degree in the network. Instead of communicating with a node of higher degree, the cluster head will forward the fused data directly to the base station. An example of the proposed network with \( N = 16 \) is shown in Figure 4.2. In this example, it takes \( 5 \times T \) for the base station to collect all data from 16 nodes. By dividing the time domain into time slots of durations \( T \), the above process will last for 5 time slots. It will be proven in Section CH5: numerical that in order to deliver the maximum efficiency of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>( 1 )</th>
<th>( 2 )</th>
<th>( \cdots )</th>
<th>( \log_2 N - 1 )</th>
<th>( \log_2 N )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>( \frac{N}{2^1} )</td>
<td>( \frac{N}{2^2} )</td>
<td>( \cdots )</td>
<td>( \frac{N}{2^{\log_2 N - 1}} )</td>
<td>( \frac{N}{2^{\log_2 N}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Cluster members degree distribution of the proposed network structure with network size \( N = 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots \).
the proposed network structure, the number of nodes \( N \) has to be restricted to \( N = 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \ldots \). It will also be shown in a later part that such restriction can be relaxed by giving up some performance.

*Lemma 1:* Assume \( N = 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \ldots \). Under the proposed network
structure, a node $i$ of connection degree $k \geq 2$ (where $k \in \mathbb{Z}$) requires $k - 1$ time slots to collect data from all its child nodes.

Proof: Assume $N = 2^q$, where $q = 1, 2, \cdots$. For a node of connection degree $k = 2$, the time slots required for it to collect data from all its child nodes is equal to the number of child nodes it has, which is 1. Thus the case for $k = 2$ is true. Now let us assume that any node of connection $k = n$ requires $n - 1$ time slots to collect all data from its child nodes. For node $i$ of connection degree $k = n + 1$, it has $n$ directly connected child nodes. Each of these directly connected child nodes has a connection degree uniquely ranging from 0 to $n - 1$. Thus, they need 0 to $n - 1$ time slots to collect data from all their sub-child nodes plus one extra time slot to report their aggregated data to node $i$. Therefore, the maximum time slots required for node $i$ to collect data from all its child nodes is $k - 1 = n$. By induction, the Lemma is proved.

Theorem 1: Assume $N = 2^q$, where $q = 1, 2, \cdots$. Under the proposed network structure, the number of time slots $t(N)$ required for the base station to collect data from the whole network is given by

$$t(N) = \log_2 N + 1 \quad (4.1)$$

Proof: Assume $N = 2^q$, where $q = 1, 2, \cdots$. Under the proposed network structure, for a network of size $N$, the cluster head is the only node with the maximum connection degree which is

$$k_{\text{max}} = \log_2 N + 1$$
From Lemma 1, the number of time slots required for a cluster head (of connection degree \( k_{\text{max}} \)) to collect data from all its child nodes is

\[
k_{\text{max}} - 1 = \log_2 N
\]

Thus, the number of time slots \( t(N) \) required for the base station to collect data from the whole network is the time slots required by the cluster head to collect data from all its child nodes plus one, i.e.,

\[
t(N) = \log_2 N + 1
\]

### 4.4 Network Formation Algorithm

The data collection efficiency of a sensor network can be greatly improved by adopting the proposed network structure. Nevertheless, the energy consumption of a wireless sensor node is proportional to the transmission distance. To reduce the energy consumption of the network, proper network formation algorithms are essential to construct the desired network structure while keeping the communication distances of the network at low values. In this section, two network formation algorithms are proposed. Both algorithms can organize a network into the proposed structure while keeping the communication distances short.

#### 4.4.1 Top-Down Approach

The top-down approach is a kind of centralized control algorithm. In this approach, the base station is assumed to have the coordinates of all sensor nodes in the network. The
whole approach is going to be carried out at the base station. At the end of the optimization process, the base station will instruct the sensor nodes to establish the appropriate structure.

The network structures for \( N = 2^0 \) and \( N = 2^1 \) are trivial. For networks with \( N = 2^q \) nodes, where \( q = 2, 3, \ldots \), the proposed network structure can be constructed according to the following algorithm.

1. The algorithm starts with considering the whole network as a fully connected network. In this chapter, the term connected refers to the existence of a data link between two wireless sensor nodes which is used to transmit data packets in the data collecting processes. Two wireless sensor nodes are defined as disconnected from each other if there does not exist any direct data link between them. The connection degree of a wireless sensor node is telling the number of data links associated with such node. A node with connection degree of 3 implies that such a node has formed three data links with three other nodes. For a network of \( N = 2^q \) nodes, where \( q = 2, 3, \ldots \), each node will begin with degree equal to \( N - 1 \). The nodes will form the set \( \hat{H}_{s=1} \). Set \( \xi = \frac{N}{2} \).

2. Select \( \xi \) nodes from set \( \hat{H}_s \) such that the total communication distances within the \( \xi \)-subgraph is maximized. These \( \xi \) nodes will form set \( H_{s+1} \). The rest of the nodes from \( \hat{H}_s \) will form set \( \hat{H}_{s+1} \). The algorithm will then remove all connections (data links) among nodes within \( H_s \). Set iterators \( s \leftarrow s + 1 \) and \( \xi \leftarrow \frac{\xi}{2} \).

3. Repeat step 2 until \( \xi < 2 \). Set \( r = 2 \).

4. Nodes with degree \( N - r \) form set \( L \). Nodes with degree greater than \( N - r \) form set \( U \) such that set \( L \) and set \( U \) are of the same size. Connections among nodes
A fully connected network of \( N \) node (\( N \geq 4 \)). These \( N \) nodes form a set \( \tilde{H}_{s+1} \). Set \( s = N/2 \).

Select \( \tilde{s} \) nodes from set \( \tilde{H}_s \) to form set \( H_{s+1} \) such that the total edge weight within set \( H_{s+1} \) is maximized. The rest in \( \tilde{H}_s \) form \( H_{s+1} \). Cut all connections among nodes in set \( H_{s+1} \). Set \( \tilde{s} = \tilde{s}/2 \) and \( s = s+1 \).

\[ \tilde{s} < 2? \]

No

Set \( s = 2 \).

Nodes with degree \( N-r \) form set \( L \). Nodes with degree \( > N-r \) form set \( U \). Reduce connections among nodes between set \( L \) and \( U \) until each node in set \( L \) is only connected to a single node in set \( U \). Set \( r = r \times 2 \).

\[ r = N? \]

No

Figure 4.3: Network formation of the proposed network structure using centralized top-down approach (\( N \geq 4 \)).

in the two sets are reduced until each node in set \( L \) is only connected to a single node in set \( U \). The total communication distances of the outcome can be further optimized. Details of the optimization method are given later in this section. After reducing the number of connections, set \( r = r \times 2 \).

5. Repeat step 4 until \( r = N \).

A flow chart of the network formation algorithm is given in Figure 4.3. The algorithm will produce 2 nodes with degree \( \log_2 N \). Among these 2 nodes, the one which is located closer to the base station will be selected as the cluster head and be connected directly to the base station. Therefore the cluster head will have a degree of \( \log_2 N + 1 \).
Table 4.2: The edge weight matrix of graph $G$ in Example 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which is the highest within the cluster.

The procedure in step 2 is in fact the heaviest $k$-subgraph problem defined in [79]. The heaviest $k$-subgraph problem is to find the $k$-vertex subgraph out of a given graph, such that the total weight of edges among these $k$ vertexes is maximized. In this chapter, since the secondary objective is to minimize the transmission distances among wireless sensor nodes, the weight of an edge (data link) connecting any two vertexes (wireless sensor nodes) is defined as a variable proportional to the geographical distance between them. The proposed algorithm can always be modified to accommodate different cost metrics by redefining the edge weights. The problem is a kind of combinatorial problem which is defined as NP-complete. Dynamic programming is commonly used to solve combinatorial problem [80] and thus it is used to solve the heaviest $k$-subgraph problem in this chapter.

Example 1: This example is to illustrate how to use dynamic programming to solve a typical heaviest $k$-subgraph problem. Given a fully connected graph $G$ with 4 vertexes, A, B, C, and D. The weights of edges among vertexes are expressed by the edge weight matrix shown in Table 4.2. Suppose the heaviest 3-subgraph is required to be found from
Figure 4.4: Using dynamic programming to solve the heaviest $k$-subgraph problem in Example 1

the graph $G$. The solution can be obtained by carrying out the following procedures.

- Among all the vertexes, arbitrarily select one vertex as the first vertex of the locally heaviest 3-subgraph. The subgraph is labeled as *locally heaviest* because the search space of the dynamic programming is confined by the selection of the first vertex. The solution is therefore a local optimum solution. This local optimum problem will be tackled later. In this example, vertex A is selected as the first vertex. Vertex A can then join with either vertex B, C, or D to form three different
2-subgraphs. Their total edge weight are calculated and shown in Figure 4.4(a).

- Suppose vertex B is selected as the third vertex of the locally heaviest 3-subgraph. According to Figure 4.4(b), the other two vertexes can either be A-C or A-D. The total edge weight of the subgraphs A-C-B and A-D-B are 22 and 26, respectively. Therefore, if vertex A is selected as the first vertex and vertex B is selected as the third vertex, the 3-subgraph formed with the vertexes A, B, and D will have the heaviest total edge weight. If vertex C is selected as the third vertex, the 3-subgraph formed with the vertexes A, B, and C will have the heaviest total edge weight (Figure 4.4(c)). Similarly, if vertex D is selected as the third vertex, vertexes A, B, and D will form a subgraph with the heaviest total edge weight (Figure 4.4(d)).

- By comparing the total edge weight of all the subgraphs obtained above, it can be shown that the 3-subgraph with vertexes A, B, and D can provide the heaviest total edge weight. Note that as mentioned before, the search space is confined by the selection of the first vertex. To avoid being trapped in local optimum points, it is necessary to repeat the above procedures with different vertexes selected as the first vertex. All results are then compared against each other to obtain the globally heaviest 3-subgraph.

The nodes involved in the optimization in step 4 will form a distance matrix with each entry storing the distance between two nodes. The $x$-axis is representing the nodes from set $L$ while the $y$-axis is representing the nodes from set $U$. The two sets of nodes therefore form a bipartite graph and the optimization problem becomes a weighted matching problem. This problem can be optimized by applying matching techniques.
such as Hungarian Method [81, 82] or Munkres’ Assignment Algorithm [83]. In this chapter, Munkres’ Assignment Algorithm is used to solve the weighted matching problem.

For networks with number of nodes other than \( N = 2^k \), where \( k = 1, 2, \ldots \), dummy nodes are virtually added in the calculation process to expand the network in order to fulfill the network size requirement of the algorithm. These dummy nodes will have infinite separations with the real nodes and have infinite separations among themselves. The number of dummy nodes will always be smaller than \( N/2 \). At the end of the optimization process, these dummy nodes will all have degree of 1 which can be ignored and removed without partitioning the network. Since the condition \( N = 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \ldots \) is fulfilled during the network formation, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 still applied. Thus, the time slots required for complete data collection will still be governed by equation (4.1), provided that the number of nodes \( N \) in equation (4.1) is replaced by the number of real nodes \( N_r \) plus the number of dummy nodes \( N_d \). In general, equation (4.1) can be written as

\[
t(N) = \log_2 (N_r + N_d) + 1
\]

(4.2)

where \( \lceil u \rceil \) denotes the smallest integer equal to or greater than \( u \).

### 4.4.2 Bottom-Up Approach

Comparing with the top-down approach, the bottom-up approach is more scalable and can be implemented in either centralized or decentralized fashion. Specifically, a decentralized bottom-up approach can be described as follows.

1. In the network construction process below, wireless sensor nodes will operate in
contention based random multiple access control protocol. However, once the network construction process is completed, wireless sensor nodes will communicate in CDMA control protocol. Each node is labeled with a unique identity and marked as level $\epsilon$. The unique identity will only serve as an identification which has no relation with sensor nodes’ locations and connections. Here, $\epsilon$ is a function of the number of nodes in a cluster. For a cluster of $i$ nodes, $\epsilon$ is equal to $\log_2 i$.

Since nodes are disconnected initially (i.e. no data link exists among wireless sensor nodes), these $N$ nodes can be considered as $N$ single-node clusters. Each node will therefore be assigned as level 0. Within each cluster, one node will be elected as the sub-cluster head. We denote SCH($\epsilon$) as a sub-cluster head of a level $\epsilon$ cluster. In the bottom-up approach, a SCH can only make connection (i.e. form a data link) with another SCH of the same level. Because there is only 1 node in each cluster, all nodes begin as SCH with $\epsilon = 0$. The dimensions of the terrain $(t_x, t_y)$ are provided to the sensor nodes before deployment.

2. Each SCH performs random back-off and then broadcasts a density probing packet (DPP) to its neighboring SCHs which are within a distance of $r_{dp}$ m. Note that the size of a DPP is much smaller than that of a data packet. Energy consumed in transmitting a DPP is negligible to that of a data packet. A SCH can use the number of received DPP, together with the dimensions of the terrain, to estimate the total number of nodes ($N_{est}$) in the network. A SCH will use the $N_{est}$ to adjust its communication distance $r_{com}$, which is derived as

\[ r_{com} = \sqrt{\frac{t_x^2 + t_y^2}{\alpha - \beta - \epsilon}} \quad \beta + \epsilon < \alpha \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $\alpha = \lceil \log_2 (N_{est}) \rceil + 1$, $\beta$ is a constant which is set to 0 initially. The SCH
will use $N_{est}$ to estimate the node density $\rho$ of the network.

3. Each SCH will do a random back off and then broadcast an invitation packet (IP) to its neighbors within $r_{com}$, m. The IP contains the level $\epsilon$ and the identity of the issuing SCH. Again, an IP is much smaller than a data packet. Energy consumed in transmitting an IP is negligible to that of a data packet. A SCH will estimate the distances to its neighboring SCHs using the received signal strength of the IPs received. The information will be stored in the local database of a SCH. Normally, the expected number of IPs received $\aleph$ is derived as

$$\aleph = \left\lceil \frac{\rho \pi r_{com}^2 - 1}{\epsilon} \right\rceil$$

(4.4)

A SCH will count the number of IPs received. If the number of IPs received has exceeded $\aleph$ or a maximum duration has been reached, a SCH will search its database for the nearest neighbor with the same level. The SCH will then send a connection request (CR) to this nearest neighbor. If both SCHs are the nearest neighbor of each other, a connection will be formed between these 2 SCHs.

4. Once they are connected, the two SCHs and their belonging clusters will form a composite cluster. One of the two involved SCHs will become the chief SCH of the composite cluster and increment its level $\epsilon$ by 1. In this thesis, the SCH with higher residual energy will become the chief SCH of the composite cluster. The nodes in the composite cluster will listen to the communication channel and reply any CR from lower levels with a rejecting packet (RP). When no more CR from lower levels can be heard, the chief SCH will start to make connection with other SCHs of the same level.
5. If a RP is received, a SCH will send a CR to its next nearest neighbor in its database. If such neighbor does not exist, the SCH will adjust its \( r_{\text{com}} \) by setting \( \beta \leftarrow \beta + 1 \). The SCH will then broadcast an urgent connection request (UCP) using the new \( r_{\text{com}} \). Upon receiving the UCP, a SCH of the same level will grant the request if it is still waiting for a CR.

6. If no connection can be made within a period of time, either all neighbors of the same level are unavailable or all CRs have been rejected, the SCH will increment its \( \beta \) and broadcast the UCP again. This process repeats as long as \( \beta + \epsilon < \alpha \). If \( \beta + \epsilon \geq \alpha \), the SCH will make connection with the base station directly.

7. The above processes continue until no more connection can be formed.

When being implemented in a decentralized control manner, the above algorithm may end up with multiple composite clusters if the number of nodes is not equal to \( 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots \). SCHs of these composite clusters will communicate with the base station directly. By virtue of pairing up composite clusters of same sizes, the algorithm will end up with composite clusters of completely different sizes. Considering the base station as the root of the network, the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is

\[
t(N) = \lceil \log_2 (N + 1) \rceil
\]  

(4.5)

In contrast, the above algorithm can also be carried out at the base station as a centralized control algorithm. The base station is again assumed to have the coordinates of all sensor nodes in the network. When the number of nodes is not equal to \( 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots \), dummy nodes can be virtually added in the calculation process, depending
on the application. If a single cluster is required, dummy nodes should be virtually added to fulfill the requirement of \( N = 2^q \), where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots \). However, if multiple clusters can be formed, dummy nodes are not essential. When dummy nodes are virtually added, these dummy nodes will have infinite separations with the real nodes and with themselves. Note that whenever a real SCH is connecting with a dummy SCH, the real SCH will always be the chief SCH of the composite cluster. This is to ensure the removal of dummy nodes at the end of the calculation process will not partition the network. The number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes will be governed by equations (4.2) (for single cluster) and (4.5) (for multiple clusters).

4.5 Numerical Analysis

*Theorem 2*: Assume that each sensor node can only communicate with one sensor node at a time, and that data fusion is applicable. For a single cluster network of \( N = 2^q \) nodes, where \( q = 1, 2, \cdots \), the minimum number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from \( N \) sensor nodes is

\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \log_2 N + 1.
\]  

*Proof*: In a period of \( t \) time slots, a parent node \( v \) can collect data from at most \( t \) directly connected child nodes, provided that these \( t \) child nodes are using different time slots to communicate. Within these \( t \) child nodes, the \( u^{th} \) node will report data at time slot \( u \), which implies the \( u^{th} \) node can collect data from at most \( u - 1 \) directly connected child nodes of itself before it has to report data to its parent node. Therefore, for a period of \( t \) time slots, a parent node \( v \) can receive data from at most \( 2^t \) nodes (including itself). On the other hand, the minimum number of time slots required for a parent node
to collect data from \( N \) nodes (including itself) is \( \log_2 N \). Thus, the minimum number of time slots required for a base station to collect data from \( N \) nodes is
\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \log_2 N + 1.
\]

For a single cluster network with \( N \) nodes, where \( N > 0 | N \in \mathbb{Z} \), the minimum number of time slots required for a base station to collect data from \( N \) nodes is
\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \lceil \log_2 N \rceil + 1 \tag{4.7}
\]

From Theorem 1 and equation (4.2), it can be shown that the proposed network structure is an optimum network structure in terms of data collection efficiency provided that

1. each sensor node can only communicate with one sensor node at a time,
2. data fusion can be carried out at every sensor node, and
3. sensor nodes are connected to a single cluster with a single cluster head.

The same idea can be applied to multiple-cluster network by considering the base station as the root of the network structure. Therefore, in multiple-cluster networks, the minimum number of time slots required for a base station to collect data from \( N \) nodes is
\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \lceil \log_2 (N + 1) \rceil \tag{4.8}
\]

Using equation (4.5), it can be shown that the proposed network structure is again an optimum network structure in terms of data collection efficiency provided that

1. each sensor node can only communicate with one sensor node at a time,
2. data fusion can be carried out at every sensor node, and
3. sensor nodes are connected into multiple clusters.
In a MC2H network with \( N \) nodes organized in \( g \) clusters, where \( N \geq \sum_{m=1}^{g} m \), the time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is minimized when all clusters have different numbers of nodes. Therefore, each cluster can communicate with the base station interleavingly. Meanwhile, the number of nodes in the largest cluster should be minimized such that the total number of time slots required by the base station is also minimized. An example for \( g = 2 \) is shown below.

**Example 2:** For a MC2H network of \( N \) nodes organized in 2 clusters (where \( N \geq 3 \)), in order to achieve the maximum data collection efficiency, the number of nodes in these 2 clusters should be equal to

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{N+1}{2} \quad &\text{and} \quad \frac{N-1}{2}, \quad \text{for } N \text{ odd} \\
\frac{N}{2} + 1 \quad &\text{and} \quad \frac{N}{2} - 1, \quad \text{for } N \text{ even}
\end{align*}
\]

The minimum number of time slots \( t(N)_{\text{min}} \) required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is equal to the number of nodes in the largest cluster. Therefore,

\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{N+1}{2}, & N \text{ is odd} \\
\frac{N}{2} + 1, & N \text{ is even}
\end{cases}
\]

In general, for a MC2H network of \( N \) nodes organized in \( g \) clusters, where \( N \geq \sum_{m=1}^{g} m \), the number of nodes in the \( j^{\text{th}} \) cluster can be written as

\[
\left\lfloor \frac{N - S_g + (j-1)(g+1)}{g} \right\rfloor + 1, \quad j = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, g
\]

where \( \lfloor u \rfloor \) denotes the largest integer equal to or smaller than \( u \) and \( S_g = \sum_{m=1}^{g} m = g(g+1)/2 \). Thus, the minimum number of time slots \( t(N)_{\text{min}} \) required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is equal to

\[
t(N)_{\text{min}} = \left\lfloor \frac{N - S_g + (g-1)(g+1)}{g} \right\rfloor + 1.
\]
Based on (4.11), the optimum number of clusters $g_{\text{opt}}$ for a MC2H network in terms of data collection efficiency can be obtained from the following inequality:

$$\frac{(1 + g)g}{2} \geq N$$

$$\Rightarrow g \geq \frac{-1 + \sqrt{1 + 8N}}{2}$$

(4.13)

$$\Rightarrow g_{\text{opt}} = \left\lceil \frac{-1 + \sqrt{1 + 8N}}{2} \right\rceil$$

(4.14)

where $N$ is the number of nodes in the network, and $g$ is the number of clusters.

**Theorem 3:** For a MC2H network of $N$ nodes organized in $g$ clusters, where $g \leq N < S_g$, where $S_g = \sum_{m=1}^g m$. The minimum number of time slots $t(N)_{\text{min}}$ required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is equal to the number of clusters in the system, i.e., $g$.

**Proof:** Consider a MC2H network of $N$ nodes organized in $g$ clusters, where $N = S_g$ and $S_g = \sum_{m=1}^g m$. To achieve the maximum data collection efficiency, these $g$ clusters will all have different numbers of nodes ranging from 1 to $g$. The minimum number of time slots $t(N)_{\text{min}}$ required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is equal to the number of nodes in the largest cluster, which is $g$. Suppose one node has to be removed from the network such that $N$ is reduced to $N - 1$. To maintain the number of clusters in the network, this particular node must be removed from one of the clusters except the one with a single node. Removing this node from the cluster, if not the largest one, will have no effect on the time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes. However, removing this node from the largest cluster will cause two clusters to have the same number of nodes, which is $g - 1$. An extra time slot is needed for these 2 largest clusters to do interleaving. Therefore, the minimum number of time slots $t(N)_{\text{min}}$ required by the base station is always equal to the number
of clusters in the system. In contrast, for a MC2H network with \( N \) nodes organized in \( g \) clusters, where \( N \geq g \), the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is maximized when \( N - (g - 1) \) nodes belong to the same cluster. The remaining \( g - 1 \) clusters will all have a cluster size of 1, and we have

\[
 t(N)_{\text{max}} = \begin{cases} 
  N - (g - 1), & N > 2(g - 1) \\
  N - (g - 1) + 1, & N = 2(g - 1) \\
  g, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.15)

In a SC network, the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is minimized when the cluster head is at the middle of the chain, i.e.,

\[
 t(N)_{\text{min}} = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{N+1}{2} + 1, & N \text{ is odd} \\
  \frac{N}{2}, & N \text{ is even}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.16)

where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network.

On the contrary, in a SC network, the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is maximized when the cluster head is at the end of the chain, i.e.,

\[
 t(N)_{\text{max}} = N
\]  

(4.17)

where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network.

In networks using MST and CTP, the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is lower bounded by equations (4.6) and (4.7). On the other hand, the number of time slots required by the base station to collect data from all sensor nodes is maximized when the resultant networks of MST and CTP are in single cluster 2-hop structure which is upper bounded by \( t(N)_{\text{max}} = N \).
4.6 Simulations

In this section, the proposed network structure will be compared with the MC2H network, the SC network, the MST network, and the CTP network. Networks with nodes \( N \) varying from 4 to 64, with a step size of 4, will be distributed randomly and evenly on a sensing field of \( 50 \times 50 \text{ m}^2 \). The center of the sensing field is located at \((x, y) = (25 \text{ m}, 25 \text{ m})\). In the simulations, it is assumed that a node can either receive or transmit at any time. It is also assumed that a node is always capable of fusing all incoming packets into a single packet by means of data/decision fusion techniques and the size of an aggregated packet is the same as an incoming packet. The channel condition is assumed to be
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**Figure 4.5**: Averaged data collecting time of different single tree structures. Note that results obtained from the proposed algorithm using the top-down approach agree perfectly with those obtained from the bottom-up approach.
perfect. For each network, the averaged data collecting time (DCT) will be used to indicate its data collection efficiency. Besides being efficient in the data collecting process, the energy consumption of the network should always be kept at low values. Assuming that a data packet is much larger than a control packet and the network construction processes are rarely triggered, most of the energy in wireless sensor nodes are consumed by their transmitting units during the data collecting processes. If the transmission distance is \( d \) m long and the path loss exponent is equal to \( h \), to make sure data can be received at the receiving end, the energy required by the transmitting unit is proportional to \( d^h \).

Therefore, the energy consumption of a network can be estimated using the communication distances among wireless sensor nodes. In this chapter, the energy consumption

**Figure 4.6:** Averaged \( \psi \) of different single tree structures.
of a network is estimated by the following function:

\[ \psi = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} c_{ij} d_{ij}^h \]  

(4.18)

where \( c_{ij} \) is an indicator to indicate the present \((c_{ij}=1)\) or absent \((c_{ij}=0)\) of a connection between node \( i \) and node \( j \). Here, \( d_{ij} \) is the distance between node \( i \) and node \( j \). In the simulations, the path loss exponent \( h \) is assumed to be 2. All results presented in this chapter are taken from the average of 50 simulations.

For convenience, the network structures under test are classified into two types: Type I) single-cluster network structure; Type II) multiple-cluster network structure. Under this classification, all structures under test belong to Type I, whereas MC2H and the proposed network structure belong to both types.

To maintain the fairness of the comparison, different simulation settings will be used for network structures of different types. For Type I structures, to eliminate the effect of the base station location to the \( \psi \), the distance between cluster head and the base station is not included in the calculation of \( \psi \). For Type II structures, since the base station is one of the data aggregation points, its location cannot be ignored but assumed to be at the center of the sensing field (i.e., \( x = 25 \) m, \( y = 25 \) m).

For the proposed network structure to work as a Type I structure, either the top-down or the bottom-up approach can be applied provided that sufficient dummy nodes are added. To work as a Type II structure, the proposed network structure can only be constructed by the bottom-up approach without adding any dummy node.

The cluster number of the MC2H network is fixed to 1 when it works as a Type I structure. \( \psi \) of the MC2H network is minimized by selecting the node with minimum separations from its fellow nodes as the cluster head. To work as a Type II structure,
cluster heads in the MC2H networks are selected in a random manner as given in [28], while the optimum number of cluster heads is selected according to equation (4.14). In both configurations, cluster members are connected to their nearest cluster head. The SC network can only work as a Type I structure, and the chain is formed by using a greedy algorithm as given in [29]. To minimize DCT, the node closest to the middle of the chain (in terms of hops) will be selected as the cluster head.

Similar to the SC network, the MST network can only work as a Type I structure. Networks will be formed by using the Prim’s algorithm as given in [30]. To minimize DCT, the node with the smallest separation (in terms of hops) to all leaf nodes will be selected as the cluster head. In networks using CTP, the node closest to the center of the sensing terrain is regarded as the root of the collection tree. The ETX of a path is
expressed as the squared value of the path length [74]. The root of the tree will have an ETX of 0. The ETX of an arbitrary node is the cumulated ETX from it, through its parent nodes, to the root [73]. Each node will choose its best route by selecting the path with the minimum cumulated ETX. Simulation results are shown in Figs. 4.5–4.8.

### 4.7 Analysis

As mentioned in Section 4.5, the DCT of networks with the proposed network structure is the lowest among Type I structures. In simulations among the six Type I structures, DCT of networks with the proposed network structure is the lowest, followed by networks with CTP. Since the aim of the MST is to minimize the total weight of edges,
it does not perform well in reducing bottleneck and therefore it ranks fourth. In a SC network, it takes a very long time for data to propagate from both ends of the chain to the cluster head at the middle. This explains why SC networks have much higher DCT than networks with the proposed network structure. With the single cluster 2-hop structure, the networks with MC2H structure do not have any advantage in reducing DCT. The MC2H network is the one with the highest DCT among Type I structures.

In terms of minimizing $\psi$, the MST network no doubt ranks first. The ETX used in network with CTP can greatly reduce the communication distances among sensor nodes and make it ranks second. Nodes in networks with SC structure try to reduce the total communication distances by connecting to their nearest neighbors only. The strategy is effective for network with small number of nodes. However, to maintain a single-chain structure, it is unavoidable for the SC network to increase its $\psi$ as the number of nodes increases. The SC network therefore ranks third. Using the optimization techniques employed in Section 4.4, the $\psi$ of networks using the proposed top-down or bottom-up approach does not increase drastically as $N$ increases and they ranks fourth and fifth. When $N \leq 56$, the performance of the top-down approach in terms of $\psi$ is better than that of the bottom-up approach. However, as $N$ further increases, the top-down approach is outperformed by the bottom-up approach. This is because all the optimization techniques employed in the top-down approach are carried out individually. Although all the optimization techniques will provide optimum solutions, there is lack of a global optimization method. This makes the top-down approach more effective for small-scale networks, but at the same time, it is more prone to be trapped in local optimum points as the network density increases. Therefore, the top-down and the bottom-up approaches are recommended for low density and high density networks, respectively. With all sen-
sor nodes connected to a single cluster head, the MC2H network is the structure with the highest $\psi$ without question.

In simulations of the two Type II structures, networks formed by the proposed algorithm are shown to have lower DCT. Although the networks in MC2H structure have been tuned to give the optimum number of clusters, there is no control on the distribution of sensor nodes in each cluster. The DCT of networks in MC2H structure therefore greatly increases as $N$ increases. In terms of $\psi$, both the proposed and the MC2H network structures give similar results when $N \leq 12$. For $N > 12$, networks formed by the proposed algorithm have lower $\psi$ than those constructed in MC2H structure. The gap increases further as $N$ increases. According to (4.14), a MC2H network is most efficient if there are $g_{\text{opt}}$ clusters, where $g_{\text{opt}}$ is proportional to $N$. As $N$ increases, $g_{\text{opt}}$ increases and thus more nodes are involved in long distance transmissions. The same thing happens to networks constructed by the proposed algorithm. Nevertheless, due to the special topology of the proposed network structure, the number of clusters increases at a more gentle rate. This explains why $\psi$ of networks formed by the proposed algorithm is lower than those constructed in MC2H structure.

\section*{4.8 Chapter Summary}

In this chapter, a delay-aware data collecting network structure and its formation algorithms are proposed. To cater for different applications, network formation can be implemented in either centralized or decentralized manner. Two network formation approaches are derived to provide optimized results for networks with different sizes. Comparing with the multiple-cluster 2-hop network, the single-chain network, the minimum
spanning tree network, and the collection tree network, the proposed network structure is shown to be the most efficient in terms of data collecting time. The proposed network structure can greatly reduce the data collecting time without extending the total communication distance significantly.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

Advanced technologies have facilitated the manufacturing of inexpensive and compact wireless sensor nodes. The sensing capabilities of wireless sensor nodes have never been compromised due to their low cost and tiny size. The progresses in sensors and integrated circuit fabrication technologies have even provided wireless sensor nodes with higher sensing and processing power. In the foreseeable future, more and more applications will be developed based on wireless sensor networks.

At the same time, the rapid developments in wireless sensor networks have brought lots of challenges to system engineers. Basically, most of the challenges are associated with the massive numbers of wireless sensor nodes in networks. The interaction and coordination of these large numbers of wireless communication devices, which have never been tackled in other communication systems, make the networks and their associated problems highly complex.
5.1 Bio-inspired Solutions

Three problems in wireless sensor networks, namely, the clustering problem, the surplus sensing power, and the problem of delays in data collecting process, have been investigated in this thesis. Each problem has been analyzed in depth individually. In addition to the comprehensive analysis of the problems, solutions are provided. Through observing the social insect colonies, it can be shown that social insect colonies are actually sharing a number of similarities with wireless sensor networks. For example, both systems are crowded with simple individuals, each individual will make decisions mainly based on some local information, and the global information is usually propagated in a multi-hop manner. With these similarities, it can be predicted that both systems are dealing with similar kinds of fundamental problems.

In nature, only systems with high adaptability and fitness can survive. To increase their chances of survival, biological systems, including social insect colonies, will optimize themselves by means of evolutions. Living organisms have become the most optimized or nearly optimized systems by evolution and natural selection. In constructing practical engineering systems, biological phenomena, therefore, represent good sources of inspiration for achieving high efficiency and performance. A classic example is the design of an airplane, which is actually inspired by the streamlined bodies of flying creatures. By drawing up analogies between social insect colonies and wireless sensor networks, effective control mechanisms used in social insect colonies can be applied to wireless sensor networks in order to overcome similar challenges.

In this thesis, a novel clustering algorithm and an effective scheduling scheme are designed according to the rationales mentioned above. The proposed clustering algorithm
has been inspired by the bee colonies, while the proposed scheduling scheme has been inspired by the ant colonies. In computer simulations, the proposed clustering algorithm and the proposed scheduling scheme have been shown to be effective in prolonging network lifetimes and maximizing target detection capabilities, respectively. Nevertheless, performances of both solutions are highly robust to changes in the sensing terrain.

The two bio-inspired solutions mentioned above can be integrated together without any compatibility concern. The scheduling scheme is used to govern the number of active wireless sensor nodes in the network, as shown in Figure 5.1(a). The clustering algorithm operates on top of the scheduling scheme and arranges those active wireless sensor nodes into clusters, as shown in Figure 5.1(b).

In this thesis, two social insect colonies phenomena have been studied and adopted in wireless sensing systems. It is believed that more and more phenomena observed in social insect colonies and other biological systems can be converted into compu-
tational algorithms. Apart from tackling problems in wireless sensor networks, these bio-inspired computational algorithms can also be applied to solve other kinds of computational problems.

5.2 Non Bio-inspired Solutions

Generally speaking, reducing energy consumption, prolonging network lifetime and enhancing sensing coverage are the common objectives in the design of wireless sensor networks algorithms. However, in some time-critical applications, minimizing the delays in data collecting processes can be very important. Ordinary energy-aware clustering algorithms will usually form networks with heavily loaded nodes. Note that wireless sensor nodes are simple communication devices. A typical wireless sensor node can only handle one communication at a time. A node with high connection degree will have to communicate with its neighboring nodes one by one. Such high degree nodes can get congested easily and become the bottlenecks in data collecting processes.

To resolve the bottleneck problem, a delay-aware data collecting network structure for wireless sensor networks has been proposed and elaborated in Chapter 4. The proposed network structure distributes communication time slots among nodes in such a way that a child node can always transmit its data to its parent node with minimum delay. While the delays in data collecting processes are being minimized, it is unavoidable that the communication distances among wireless sensor nodes increase. Since the energy consumption of a sensor node is proportional to its communication distance, it is always desirable to minimize the communication distances among wireless sensor nodes. Two network constructing algorithms have been proposed. The two network constructing al-
algorithms will organize wireless sensor nodes to form the proposed network structure. At the same time, the proposed algorithms will try to minimize the communication distances and thus save energy. In the computer simulations, when comparing with other network structures, the networks formed by the two proposed network constructing algorithms have been shown to be effective in shortening delays in data collecting processes. In addition, communication distances among wireless sensor nodes can be kept at low values.

Similar to the proposed clustering algorithm, the proposed network structure and its constructing algorithms can also be integrated with the proposed scheduling scheme. The proposed scheduling scheme will control the number of active nodes in the network. One of the two proposed network constructing algorithms will then be used to form the proposed delay-aware network structure using the active nodes.

The proposed delay-aware network structure has demonstrated that bio-inspired solutions are not the only way to solve wireless sensor networks’ problems. More importantly, the proposed network structure has shown that energy efficiency should not be the only consideration in wireless sensor networks system design. Constraints and limitations of wireless sensor networks may vary according to different applications. Algorithms or schemes applied in wireless sensor networks should be application specific and always leave rooms for users to define their optimization priorities.

5.3 Future Work

Currently, we have only selected three problems in wireless sensor networks for investigation. Also, the problems are only analyzed theoretically and verified using computer
simulations. An in-depth and comprehensive study is therefore needed for verification of the theoretical and simulation results.

5.3.1 Short Term Goals

5.3.1.1 Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks

In some applications, wireless sensor nodes are mounted on autonomous vehicles such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). These vehicles give mobility to wireless sensor nodes and greatly enhance the sensing coverage and the connectivity of a network. In this thesis, only stationary wireless sensor networks are considered. Therefore, one possible future work is to analyze the adaptability of the proposed algorithms in mobile wireless sensor networks.

5.3.1.2 Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks

In most wireless sensor networks, wireless sensor nodes deployed are assumed to have the same physical properties and capabilities. The main reason for using homogeneous wireless sensor nodes is to reduce the design cost and the production cost of the nodes, thus minimizing the cost of the whole system. Sometimes, however, using heterogeneous wireless sensor nodes can offer extra performance to the system. For example, network lifetime can be prolonged by installing high capacity batteries to nodes far away from the base station. In the algorithms proposed in the thesis, only homogeneous wireless sensor nodes have been considered. In future, all proposed algorithms will be analyzed in networks with heterogeneous nodes.
5.3.1.3 Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks

Localization is often required for wireless sensor networks to identify the location of a target. Location information can now be easily obtained by installing global positioning systems (GPS) modules onto wireless sensor nodes. However, GPS may not be applicable in urban areas where high rise buildings are commonly found. Also, it is not economical to install a GPS module in every wireless sensor node.

Note that wireless sensor nodes are able to estimate their distances to their neighboring nodes using the received signal strength and the round trip time. If the neighboring nodes are having the location information, it is possible for a wireless sensor node to calculate its location without the use of a GPS module. Also, in urban areas, wireless sensor nodes with good GPS signal reception can help other wireless sensor nodes localize themselves.

From the example shown in Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the positions of the nodes with GPS modules are crucial in the localization processes. If the nodes with GPS modules are not evenly distributed, some nodes may not be able to localize themselves. Some further questions are:

1. If the nodes with GPS modules are evenly distributed, how many nodes with GPS modules will be enough for all nodes in the network to get localized?

2. If the nodes with GPS modules are not evenly distributed, how many nodes with GPS modules will be enough for a certain percentage of nodes in the network to get localized?
Figure 5.2: Localization processes in wireless sensor networks with different distribution of wireless sensor nodes with GPS modules. Empty circles represent normal wireless sensor nodes. Circles with crosses represent wireless sensor nodes with GPS modules. Dashed lines indicate communications among wireless sensor nodes.

5.3.1.4 System Integration

In this thesis, three problems have been selected for in-depth study. At the same time, three solutions have been proposed to solve these problems. The future work is to integrate all three algorithms. The main objective will be to address the optimization problem involving the three solutions which are implemented in the same system at the same time. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms will be integrated with other existing algorithms to perform further investigation on the compatibility issues among algorithms.

5.3.2 Long Term Goals

As mentioned in the previous chapters, studies on the wireless sensor networks have been conducted by a number of research groups over the world. However, existing studies
are mainly focused on deploying wireless sensor networks in rural areas which have very different characteristics from highly urbanized areas like Hong Kong. As part of Hong Kong’s infrastructural development, a versatile wireless sensor network platform is needed. The future work of this project will be to study all the necessary requirements for wireless sensor networks to be deployed in densely populated urban area. Based on the information collected, a multipurpose wireless sensor network platform for Hong Kong will be developed. The aim of this platform is to support various monitoring activities in Hong Kong, such as disease spreading, flooding, landslips, etc.

5.3.2.1 Monitoring Clinical Signs of Avian Influenza in Poultry

In 1997, an outbreak of avian influenza H5N1 caused a depopulation of all poultry in farms and wet markets in Hong Kong. During this outbreak, 8 people in Hong Kong died from avian influenza. After the disease outbreak, the HKSAR government joined hands with the poultry industry to execute different kinds of preventive measures which included cleaning wet markets monthly, isolating poultry farms from wild birds and vaccinating poultry. All these measures have successfully made avian influenza disappear from Hong Kong for the following two years. Unfortunately, new waves of human infection cases were recorded in 1999 and 2003.

Vaccinating our poultry can be the most effective way in stopping the disease from spreading. However, study in [84] has confirmed that the H5N1 can be mutated, making the existing vaccine useless. It is always possible to develop new vaccines to tackle the mutated disease. The problem is that developing an effective vaccine can be time consuming. It may take even more time in clinical tests to prove that vaccinated poultry is safe for human consumption.
According to [85], infected poultry will show various clinical signs. Examples are lack of coordination, incapability of standing up by themselves, decrease in water or food consumption, and showing abnormal locomotion. Observing abnormal behaviors in poultry can serve as a frontline detection of an outbreak of avian influenza and this can be done by using wireless sensor networks. By attaching wireless sensor nodes to poultry as shown in Figure 5.3, clinical signs of avian influenza in poultry can be monitored continuously. Any abnormal behavior can be detected at the early stage of an outbreak. Inter-relation among poultry can also be investigated using the data obtained. Diagnosis and treatment can be carried out strategically. Mortality can therefore be greatly reduced.
5.3.2.2 A Flooding Monitoring System

Hong Kong’s rainy season always comes with serious flooding in low-lying area. In June 2005, 223mm of rainfall was recorded by the Hong Kong Observatory. In that month, 155 flooding reports were received by the Hong Kong government. In July 2008, heavy rain unleashed serious flooding in the New Territories. With a highway to the airport being covered by muddy water, more than 150 flights were delayed, and one inbound flight was canceled. Since 1989, the Drainage Service Department has started a series of river training projects that provide the primary drainage network which have shown significant improvement in resolving the flooding problem. However, in some densely populated and old districts, such kind of massive constructions may not be applicable and may take years to complete. The loss of money and life can be greatly reduced if the public can be informed with some real-time sewage information. What seems to be impossible in the past can now be achieved by using wireless sensor networks. Waterproof wireless sensor nodes can be installed in rain drainage underground pipes to record water level and flow rate. The wireless sensor nodes will send out warning when some threshold has been reached. A wireless sensor node can be equipped with a small scale generator to be powered from heavy rainfalls or other renewable sources.

5.3.2.3 A Man-Made Slope Monitoring System

The rainy season brings frequent landslides to Hong Kong every year, resulting in a total of more than 470 people killed in the past 50 years. Landslides are mainly triggered by water ingress into slopes and by soil erosion during heavy rain. To prevent the water ingress and soil erosion, many man-made slopes and retaining walls are built with
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**Figure 5.4:** Using wireless sensor networks to monitor man-made slopes.

drainage provisions and protective surfacing. Although proper routine maintenance of a slope or retaining wall can greatly reduce the probability of a landslide, the risk of slope failure at times of heavy rainfall can never be entirely eliminated. This problem can be relieved by the use of wireless sensor networks. Hundreds of wireless sensor nodes can be installed in man-made slopes or planted under the protective concrete surface. The sensors equipped in each wireless sensor node can monitor the conditions of the slope such as pressure and soil humidity. Sudden or abnormal changes of conditions will trigger a sensor to release a warning to the base station. The base station can be connected to a centralized mainframe using the GSM system as shown in Figure 5.4. Emergency maintenance and civilian evacuation plans can be carried out before a landslide happens.
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